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WHEAT RIDGE REVIVE THE GREENBELT!
Project Advisory Committee Meeting
Thursday, November 1, 2012, 10:00 – 11:30 a.m.
Wheat Ridge Parks, Forestry, and Open Space building, Conference Room
9110 West 44th Avenue, Wheat Ridge
AGENDA
Introductions
Project Introduction
Project goals and objectives
Role of the Project Advisory Committee
Environmental Improvement Objectives
Improving tree survival in Greenbelt
Environmental Analysis
Tree Stewards Program
Funding and Community Involvement
Funding overview
Strategies to get community involved
Marketing/PR/Communications
Overview of Project Timeline
Schedule tree planting event
Determine other project milestones
Committee meeting schedule
Next Steps and Action Items
Next meeting: Thursday, December 13, 2012, 10:00 to 11:30 a.m.
October 28, 2012 Amory Ledyard, Amory.Ledyard@i4es.org
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INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
December 5, 2012
Draft PAC Agenda for Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! Meeting on 12/13/12 10:0011:30 AM
Project Advisory Committee Meeting
Thursday, December 13, 2012 10:00 – 11:30 am
Wheat Ridge Parks, Forestry and Open Space Building, Conference Room
9110 West 44th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
AGENDA
Introductions
Project Timeline and PAC Meeting Schedule
Riparian Condition Assessment
How to implement a successful planting plan (within the time-line and budget)
Planting Plan
• Areas where active stream widening exists
• Confine our planting to the east side of the bridge?
• Tree species
Maintenance and Tree Stewards
• Tree Stewards
• Scope
• Potential irrigation systems
Funding and Community Involvement
• Local groups that might be interested in learning more about the project
• Local groups that might support the project
Next Steps, Action Items and Next Meeting Date

Draft Prepared by:
Michael Haney, Research Associate
IES
mhaney@I4ES.org
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INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
January 20, 2013
Draft PAC Agenda
Project Advisory Committee Meeting
Thursday, January 24, 2013 10:00 – 11:30 am
Wheat Ridge Parks, Forestry and Open Space Building, Conference Room
9110 West 44th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Introductions
Landscape Plan
• Review of plan and comments
• Review of tree species and comments
• Review list of tree sources, get suggestions
• Willow staking importance and logistics discussion
Public Relations and Education
• Suggestions for reaching the community for educational purposes
• Suggestions for increasing the profile of the event, the Greenbelt, and the Tree
Stewards Program
Business Outreach
• Discuss outreach strategy
• Review list of businesses and discuss additions and contacts
Tree Stewards Update and Discussion
• Discuss outreach strategy
• Review current list of groups and discuss additions and contacts
Next Steps, Action Items and Next Meeting Date

Scientific solutions for a better environment
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Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt!
Project Advisory Committee Meeting
Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:00 – 11:30 am
9110 West 44th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, CO
Introductions
Update on project
Plant material (trees and shrubs) and logistics for delivery
Planting day material / supplies and logistics
Planting day
Preliminary agenda
Suggestions on other activities?
Does the timeframe look appropriate?
Volunteers
How to organize the teams?
Dignitaries to invite
Tree Stewards
Logistics of water storage and delivery
Storage options
Coors
Volunteer teams
Businesses and business groups
Civic and social groups
Kullerstrand Elementary
Scout groups
Action Items
Michael Haney
Research Associate
IES
mhaney@i4es.org
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Project Advisory Committee Meeting
Thursday, April 18 2013 10:00 – 11:30 am
Wheat Ridge Parks, Forestry and Open Space Building, Conference Room
9110 West 44th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Introductions
Agenda for Planting Day, April 27
Lead Volunteers
Crew leaders meeting
Table leaders
Food for Planting Day
Breakfast
Lunch
Prepared by:
Michael Haney
Research Associate
mhaney@i4es.org
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Project Advisory Committee Meeting
Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:00 – 11:30 am
Wheat Ridge Parks, Forestry and Open Space Building, Conference Room
9110 West 44th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Introductions
Watch video
Debrief form
Tree Stewards
Training
Logistics
Monitoring

Prepared by:
Michael Haney
Research Associate
mhaney@i4es.org
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INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
March 10, 2013
Draft Outreach Mail Merge Email to Tier 2 Business Contacts
To: (Contact email)
From: mhaney@i4es.org
Subject: Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! Program
Hello (Contact First Name),
The Wheat Ridge Greenbelt is a jewel in our urban landscape and provides many outdoor recreational opportunities. The 20-mile Clear Creek Trail runs through the Greenbelt and is used by joggers, hikers, and bikers. The Greenbelt is also a popular spot for bird-watching and kayaking. We
must act now to preserve this priceless resource.
The Institute for Environmental Solutions (IES) is working with the City of Wheat Ridge to plant
and maintain new trees and shrubs to improve the environment of the Greenbelt, improve air and
water quality, and protect habitat for wildlife and plants. We need your help.
On April 27, 2013, IES, the City of Wheat Ridge and our project partners will host a volunteer
planting event with over 100 volunteers to plant trees and shrubs in the Greenbelt.
We invite you to join us and become a project sponsor to expand this wonderful community project.
With your help, we would plant and maintain more trees, and make sure that the Greenbelt improves and thrives.
The Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! Project is an excellent opportunity for (Business Name) to
help to protect the Greenbelt and benefit everyone in the community. Attached is a flier with introductory information about the Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! Project.
Would you be interested in helping to preserve the Greenbelt? Please join us! Please contact me at
mhaney@i4es.org or 503-432-0107 to become a Revive the Greenbelt! Partner.
Sincerely,
Michael Haney
Research Associate
Institute for Environmental Solutions
503.432.0107
mhaney@i4es.org
www.i4es.org
Michael Haney, Research Associate
IES
mhaney@I4ES.org
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Reviv e the Gree n belt!
Wheat Ridge, CO

761 Newport Street
Denver, CO
80220-5554 USA
(303) 388-5211
www.i4es.org
Solutions@i4es.org

(303) 388-5211 www.i4es.org Solutions@i4es.org

(303) 388-5211 www.i4es.org Solutions@i4es.org
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Project Overview
Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! is a community forestry project that uses strategic tree
selection, planting, and maintenance to restore and revitalize the Clear Creek waterway in
the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt. The project site, located just south of Prospect Park, faces
multiple environmental challenges including invasive species, degraded waterways, tree loss
from the 2009 hailstorm, low tree survival, and threatened habitat of the native Ute
Ladies’-Tresses Orchid species. In spring 2013, the Institute for Environmental Solutions
(IES), the City of Wheat Ridge, and our project partners will plant new trees along the riverbank to improve the environment and optimize the many benefits of trees. This tree planting
will restore plant and wildlife habitats, welcoming birds, fish, and other wildlife under the
canopies. These trees will help the City of Wheat Ridge manage stormwater and pollution,
restore degraded riverbanks, and increase the beauty of the Greenbelt.

The Site
The project site is located in the heart of the
City of Wheat Ridge in a popular recreation area
along the banks of Clear Creek, a major
tributary to the South Platte River. It is in the
Wheat Ridge Greenbelt Conservation Area
(WRGCA) and can be reached from the Prospect
Park parking area south of Prospect Lake and
northwest of Prospect Bridge, which crosses
Clear Creek and connects to a trail system in
the Greenbelt.

Goals
Restore and revitalize the Clear Creek
riverbank habitat
Improve air and water quality of the Wheat
Ridge Greenbelt
Establish a Project Advisory Committee with
community, government, and industry
representatives
Conduct an environmental analysis of the
planting site
Design a strategic landscape plan
Implement a long-term tree survival plan
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Plan and host a volunteer tree planting in
spring 2013 that will provide educational
opportunities for community members
Identify strategies to improve long-term health
of urban tree canopy
Educate and energize volunteer tree stewards
from the community to help plant and maintain
the new trees
Increase awareness of the environmental,
social, and economic benefits of strategic
urban forestry

(303) 388-5211 www.i4es.org Solutions@i4es.org

Get Involved!
The Institute for Environmental Solutions (IES) and the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt offer
a great opportunity to help the environment and community while gaining great
exposure for your organization. Your involvement with the Revive the Greenbelt!
program will recognize your organization as friend of the Wheat Ridge environment
and community. Please get involved with this great project and donate today!

What your dollar buys
$2,500 = New maintenance supplies for
the Wheat Ridge Volunteer Tree Stewards
$5,000 = Tree survival studies
$10,000 = Long-term irrigation system

$50 = 1 Willow stick
$100 = 1 Tree sapling
$250 = 1 6-Foot tree
$1,000 = 4 Large trees

Sponsorship Opportunities
Benefits

$10,000

$5,000

$2,500

Name/logo on
permanent plaque
at the planting site
Name/logo on
project t-shirts

Large

Medium

Small

$1,000

$500

$100

$50

Recognition during
the opening
ceremony at tree
planting event
Banner displayed
at the tree planting
event
Acknowledgement
in email
announcement to
over 1000 contacts
Name/logo on
promotional
materials
Name/logo on
website with link
Project t-shirt and
wrist band
Certificate of
Sponsorship
A healthier
environment at the
Wheat Ridge
Greenbelt

(303) 388-5211

www.i4es.org

Solutions@i4es.org
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Benefits of a Healthy Greenbelt
What is a riparian habitat?
A riparian habitat is an ecologically diverse
plant and wildlife community found along the
banks of a river, creek, stream, or lake. These
areas are vital to the health of the environment
and the community. Riparian habitats make up
only 3% of Colorado’s land area, but support
40% of our vertebrate species! These areas
provide food and shelter for a wide variety of
freshwater fish and amphibians, hundreds of
bird species, and many of your favorite
mammals and insects.

Trees in the Greenbelt
Trees along these riverbank ecosystems play an important role in the function of
the habitat. They are homes for many birds and other wildlife, and the shade
provided by trees helps to regulate water temperatures for swimming species and
water-bound plants. Trees prevent riverbanks from eroding, naturally enhance the
chemical balance of the water by taking up minerals from the soil and releasing
them into the water, and provide nutrients for fish through their fallen leaves.
New trees in the Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! project can:
Moderate the local climate
Improve air quality
Improve water quality
Provide wildlife habitat

Reduce noise pollution
Temper the effects of sun, wind & rain
Improve mental health
Increase perceptions of safety

Why is the Greenbelt Important to Wheat Ridge?
The Wheat Ridge Greenbelt is a jewel in this urban community where residents and
visitors come to bike, walk, kayak and bird watch. The Clear Creek trail through the
Greenbelt connects Wheat Ridge to surrounding communities, running from Golden all
the way east to Brighton and south to Littleton. The Greenbelt provides many
recreational opportunities and serves as a conservation space in the city. The
Greenbelt has been a location for bird observation since the 1800s and is home to the
federally threatened Ute Ladies’-Tresses, a beautiful orchid species.
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Wheat Ridge Tree Stewards
The Wheat Ridge Greenbelt Tree Stewards program is a sustainable community
volunteer organization that will provide care and maintenance for newly planted
trees along Clear Creek. The Wheat Ridge Greenbelt Tree Stewards Program will
engage, educate, and train volunteers in tree maintenance, habitat restoration,
and greenhouse gas reductions, and help with the long-term financial sustainability of the Greenbelt by developing a more robust volunteer base.

To increase tree survival along the
Greenbelt, we are recruiting a
volunteer group of tree stewards to
participate in tree maintenance
activities. We are will work with Wheat
Ridge Parks and Recreation, LiveWell
Wheat Ridge and local schools to
implement a three-year tree
maintenance plan and volunteer
schedule. To prepare and train these
volunteers, IES will host an
educational workshop and provide a
training and maintenance manual to
teach volunteers about proper tree
care and maintenance. In spring 2013,
IES will launch this volunteer effort at
the kick-off Revive the Greenbelt!
tree-planting event.

How to Get Involved
If you or your group would like to join
the Greenbelt Tree Stewards program,
please contact project manager,
Amory Ledyard, to sign up.
Email: Amory.Ledyard@i4es.org

(303) 388-5211 www.i4es.org Solutions@i4es.org
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Revive the Greenbelt!
City of Wheat Ridge

This spring, IES and our City of Wheat Ridge partners will strategically plant trees in
the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt, improving the local environment to make Wheat Ridge a
more desirable place to live, work, and play. IES is currently looking to form partnerships with businesses that wish to take part in the Revive the Greenbelt! project in
Wheat Ridge. This project will directly benefit your organization and its employees.
The IES Revive the Greenbelt! project in Wheat Ridge, Colorado will:
Enhance the local environment by creating shade, improving air quality, and
managing stormwater.
Encourage communal unity and improve community health.
Monetary donations to the Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! project will help IES and
our partners plant more trees, advance our research on the benefits of urban forestry,
and host a community volunteer tree planting event in Spring 2013.
Let your business’s commitment to improving the local environment speak for itself.
Don’t miss this wonderful opportunity to show others you are a leading environmental
steward in Wheat Ridge!
To make a donation, contact:
Carol Lyons
IES Executive Director
761 Newport Street
Denver, Colorado 80220-5554 USA
303-388-5211
Carol@I4ES.org

Your contribution is fully tax deductible and will help IES make the
Revive the Greenbelt! project a success.

(303) 388-5211 www.i4es.org Solutions@i4es.org
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Thanks to IES Project Sponsors:

How to Participate
1. Donate online. Visit www.i4es.org
and click:

2. Contact IES Project Manager,
Amory Ledyard Amory.Ledyard@i4es.org

About IES
The Institute for Environmental Solutions is an
independent non-profit organization that engages
stakeholders to deliver technically sound solutions to
complex environmental and health problems – without
unwanted side effects. IES works with Colorado
communities, businesses and individuals to enhance
local environments through the environmental, social,
and economic benefits of trees.

761 Newport Street Denver, CO 80220-5554 USA (303) 388-5211 www.i4es.org Solutions@i4es.org
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WHEAT RIDGE PROJECT
Draft Project Timeline
Revised by Amory Ledyard on 6/14/12
Jan-April 2012
Project Organization and Scheduling
Partnership Organization
1. Establish MOU for key project partners
2. Develop game plan for Project Advisory Committee
3. Identify key stakeholders for Project Advisory Committee
4. Recruit committee members to join committee
5. Plan committee meeting schedule
6. Conduct periodic meetings with Project Advisory Committee
Project Planning
1. Establish project goals and objectives
2. Design integrated project plan
3. Develop project evaluation criteria
4. Develop project introductory packet
FUNDING: Sponsor Recruitment
1. Establish funding goals and objectives
2. Identify funding strategies to yield better results
3. Research Wheat Ridge economic landscape
4. Research Wheat Ridge top employers and organizations
5. Develop plan for sponsor recruitment
6. Implement plan for sponsor recruitment
7. Determine proper sponsor acknowledgements
8. Thank sponsors
Planting Organization and Implementation
Site Evaluation and Preparation
1. Design a multi-phase, strategic landscape plan with partners
a. Plan to remove invasive Russian-olives
b. Create landscape plan to replace canopy gaps
Remove Russian-olives
2. Secure date/ time of invasive removal
3. Prepare site for removal of Russian-olives
4. Remove Russian-olives with project partners
Plant Trees!
5. Secure date / time for community tree planting event
6. Prepare site for tree planting
a. Source and order trees
b. Gather necessary planting materials/supplies
c. Prepare tree pits ahead of time
d. Prepare site for volunteer planting event
7. Plant trees!
Plan Long-Term Maintenance
1. I.D. strategies that will improve long-term survivability of trees
2. Use strategies to develop a three-year maintenance plan
3. Recruit volunteers to take care of trees
4. Plan workshop to train volunteers on proper tree maintenance
5. Host tree maintenance workshop for volunteers
6. Begin maintenance practices
Community Tree Planting Event Organization
Volunteer Recruitment, Training, and Satisfaction
1. Recruit tree planting volunteers and plan communications
2. Identify tree planting leaders
3. Plan 'How to Plant a Tree' volunteer training session
4. Produce training materials
5. Host volunteer training session
6. Plan how to measure volunteer satisfaction
Event Day Organization
1. Secure time/date of community tree planting event
2. Plan event day schedule/agenda
3. Plan to manage volunteers on planting day
a. Organize registration and planting procedures
b. Delegate volunteer tasks
c. Coordinate tree planting teams
4. Obtain refreshments, giveaways (t-shirts), and planting supplies
5. Host volunteer planting event
Educational Program
1. Identify educational program goals and objectives
2. Design plan for educational program
3. Implement plan for educational program
PR / Communications
1. Determine how to publicize event
2. Produce marketing materials
3. Produce event day publications and handouts
Project Documentation
1. Evaluate project
a. Measure volunteer satisfaction
b. Determine if all objectives were successfully met
2. Produce final report designed to serve as replicable model
3. Xcel Energy Interim Report (1/18/12)
4. Xcel Energy Final Report (6/1/12)

Last Revised: 5/11/12 by AL
Amory Ledyard, IES Project Manager, Amory.Ledyard@i4es.org
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INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
March 6, 2013
Second Draft Presentation Outline for Applewood Business Association
Introduction
Hello everyone, my name is Michael Haney and I work with the Institute of Environmental
Solutions or IES for short. IES is a non-profit organization that works in Colorado to improve
key environmental conditions. Using targeted scientific research to produce win-win solutions
that can work for everyone sets IES apart from other environmental non-profits and allows us to
ask difficult questions that don’t have easy solutions. We focus on urban tree planting, air
quality, water contamination, and other environmental issues. Some of the most recent projects
we have implemented are a planting at Mitchell Elementary School in Golden and a terrific event
to revitalize an area in downtown Broomfield.
Thank you
Thank you to all of you for inviting me to speak with you today. A special thank you to Van
Wedgwood from RE/MAX Alliance for setting up this meeting and for all the help he has given.
Project Description (Why I am here)
I am here to talk to you about the IES Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! project. The Wheat
Ridge Greenbelt is a jewel in our urban landscape and provides countless outdoor recreational
opportunities. The Greenbelt is an important piece of a healthy and active Wheat Ridge. The 20mile Clear Creek Trail runs through the Greenbelt and is used by joggers, hikers, bikers, dogwalkers, seniors, and shoppers. The Greenbelt is also a popular spot for bird-watching and
kayaking.
The Revive the Greenbelt! project is an effort by IES, the City of Wheat Ridge and our project
partners: the Colorado State Forest Service, Denver Urban Drainage and Flood Control District,
the Colorado Tree Coalition, and Wells Fargo to protect this resource for generations to come.
The project site, just south of Prospect Park, faces multiple environmental challenges and is in a
state of decline. Some of the problems include invasive plant species, a degraded creek, massive
tree loss from the 2009 hailstorm, low tree survival, and threatened habitat of the native Ute
Ladies’-Tresses Orchid species.
On April 27 IES and 100 volunteers will plant new trees along the riverbank to improve the
environment while optimizing the many benefits that trees provide. Some of these benefits
include restoring plant and wildlife habitats which will welcome birds, fish, and other wildlife to
the shelter of their canopies. These trees will also help Wheat Ridge manage stormwater and
pollution, restore degraded riverbanks, and increase the beauty of the Greenbelt.
Trees have many other benefits. Trees reduce crime, increase foot traffic to businesses and
increase the property value of surrounding areas.
What I want
I am here today to tell you about the project and ask you all to become project sponsors.

Scientific solutions for a better environment
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The first, and most important, benefit you would receive for being a sponsor for this project is
that you will be protecting and improving the Greenbelt. The Greenbelt is a unique resource
which must cared for if it is to continue to provide all of these benefits. This project will serve as
a model to be replicated for all the cities along the Greenbelt to show them what it takes to
preserve this resource.
In addition, sponsors receive extensive media coverage through print, television and radio. You
would be mentioned in all stories as a project sponsor. The City of Wheat Ridge will produce a
short film about the project for the “Top of the Hour” program on Channel 8. You would be
mentioned as a sponsor in this film. IES will have posters at the event with your logo and you
would be promoted as a sponsor in the introductory speech to kick off the event. There will be
over 100 volunteers at the event. Representatives from the local news stations and the Denver
Post will also be there to cover the event.
To become a project sponsor we are asking for cash donations to the project. There are also some
opportunities to donate goods and services, though these opportunities are very limited. The best
way to become a sponsor is through a donation.
Closing
If you are interested in becoming a sponsor please use the sign-up form which is going around
the room now. If you have any questions about the project please do not hesitate to contact me.
My contact information is on my business card which is also being passed around the room.
Thank you for your time. Thank you Van for this opportunity. I look forward to speaking with
you more about this project and your interest in it.
Michael Haney, Research Associate
IES
mhaney@I4ES.org

Scientific solutions for a better environment
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INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
May 28, 2013
Draft Agenda for Tree Stewards Workshop
Goals:
The training will explain what is expected of the stewards, to familiarize them with the
tracking system and to train them how to properly maintain the trees.
Attendees will have a better understanding of IES.
Objectives:
The training should last no longer than 1 hour.
Allow ample time for questions.
During the opening and conclusion talk about IES
The Wheat Ridge Greenbelt and
IES

Basics of Tree Steward Program

Tree and shrub basics

Tree and shrub health

Maintenance practices
Reporting on tree maintenance and
health
Questions

Short section talk about the importance of the Greenbelt
and to talk up IES.
Recreation, habitat, water quality, stormwater
management, property values, economy, crime
Mention other projects IES has worked on and how they
can find out more about our organization.
Explain why Tree Stewards are needed. Bad survival rate,
lack of maintenance funds in City budget
Expectations: Set the bar high by letting these people
know that we expect them to report their maintenance and
that we need more Stewards
WE WILL NOW WALK TO WHERE SOME TREES
ARE PLANTED FOR BRIAN’S PARTS MAKE SMALL
TALK ON THE WAY OVER
How exactly do these trees benefit the community and the
greenbelt with specifics.
Why were these species selected and planted where they
were?
Overview of manual section. Hit the high points don’t get
bogged down in describing everything that can go wrong.
Make note that they will be expected to report on
problems in their reporting which Michael will discuss
later
Explain watering procedures (water totes), buckets
Explain reshaping the mulch
Explain anchoring the beaver cages
Stress the importance of reporting
Point out the web address on the reporting form
Explain the rubric
Try to steer the question to the most appropriate person to
answer

Michael Haney, Research Associate
IES
mhaney@I4ES.org
Scientific solutions for a better environment
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Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt!
Date of Visit to Section
Name
Site

Condition
of Site

Tree Stewards Tracking Spreadsheet
Conditions of Quantity of Water
Notes
Plants
Applied (Gallons)

1

Condition of
Site/Plant
Needs immediate
attention
Quantity of
Water

2
No major problems
but minor problems
detailed in notes
section
No problems

Number of gallons applied

3
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REVIVE THE GREENBELT!
CLEAR CREEK RESTORATION PLAN
CITY OF WHEAT RIDGE, COLORADO AND INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
PROJECT DATE: APRIL 27, 2013
DRAFT 2/6/2013
LOCATION MAP
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REVIVE THE GREENBELT!
WHEAT RIDGE, CO
Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt! is a community
forestry project that uses strategic tree selection,
planting, and maintenance to restore and revitalize
the Clear Creek waterway corridor in the Wheat Ridge
Greenbelt. The project site, located just south of
Prospect Park, faces multiple environmental challenges
including invasive species, degraded waterways, canopy loss from a 2009
hailstorm, low tree transplant survival, and threatened habitat of the native Ute
Ladies’-Tresses Orchid species.

Newly planted trees at the Wheat Ridge
Revive the Greenbelt! project can:
Moderate the local climate
Improve air quality
Reduce soil erosion
Improve water quality
Provide wildlife habitat

TREE PLANTING - ARBOR DAY
APRIL 27 9AM-12pM
Volunteer!
Help plant trees & Shrubs

The Site
The project site is located in the heart of the
City of Wheat Ridge in a popular recreation
area along the banks of Clear Creek, a major
tributary to the South Platte River. It is in the
Wheat Ridge Greenbelt Conservation Area
(WRGCA) and can be accessed by the public
from the Prospect Park parking area south of
Prospect Lake and northwest of
Prospect Bridge, which crosses Clear Creek
and connects to a trail system in the WRGCA.

Your Help is Needed!

Volunteer to plant and care for the new trees and shrubs!
Email Solutions@i4es.org or call 720-295-4437 to register or for more information

REVIVE THE GREENBELT!
WHEAT RIDGE, CO
Goals

Restore and revitalize the Clear Creek
riverbank habitat
Improve air and water quality of the
Wheat Ridge Greenbelt
Establish a Project Advisory Committee
with community, government, and
industry representatives
Conduct an environmental analysis
of the planting site
Design a strategic landscape plan
Plan and host a volunteer tree planting in spring
2013 that will provide educational opportunities
for community members
Identify strategies to improve long-term
health of urban tree canopy
Implement a long-term tree survival plan
Educate and energize volunteer tree stewards
from the Wheat Ridge community to help plant
and maintain the new trees

TREE PLANTING
ARBOR DAY
APRIL 27
9-12
Volunteer!
Help plant
Trees & Shrubs

Increase awareness of the environmental,
social, and economic benefits of strategic
urban forestry

Project Partners
And Sponsors
Institute for Environmental Solutions
City of Wheat Ridge Parks and Recreation
Xcel Energy
Colorado State Forest Service
Urban Waters Federal Partnership
Urban Drainage and Flood Control District
Confluent Design
Wells Fargo

Your Help is Needed!

Volunteer to plant and care for the new trees and shrubs!
Email Solutions@i4es.org or call 720-295-4437 to register or for more information
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Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt!
PLANTING DAY AGENDA
Saturday, April 27, 2013, 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Volunteer sign-in

8:30 – 9:15 a.m.

Breakfast (provided by: Einstein Bros Bagels)

8:30 a.m.

Opening Ceremony

9:00 – 9:10 a.m.

Group Orientation

9:10 – 9:20 a.m.

Small Group Volunteer Training Session

9:25 – 9:35 a.m.

Plant Trees!

9:35 – 12:30 p.m.

Lunch (provided by: MyPIE)

12:30 – 1:00 p.m.
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Revive The Greenbelt!
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Prune only dead or damaged wood. Do not
prune flush to branch. Preserve some leader.

Install 24” DIA. cage made of hardware mesh, 24” height.
Ends secured with Galv. wire and tied to 36” length of
rebar or landscape stakes. Bury base of cage in mulch.
Stakes, 3 per tree
4” Mulch
Depth

Place 6” high soil tree ring to form watering basin.
Backfill hole once tree is in the ground with excavated soil

WIND

Staking Plan

12'' MIN

Excavate planting hole
MIN. 2X ball or pot 3X prefered diameter
Depth equal to height

Prune only injured or
broken branches
Native Areas: Plant rootball
2” below adjacent grade

RU

BS

12'' MIN

SH

4'' Layer of mulch to width of shrub
while keeping mulch 2” away from trunk

4” high soil tree ring to
form watering basin

Place rootball on undisturbed
soil to prevent settling

Excavate planting hole
2X POT
DIAMETER

EXI

STI

NG

Cut grade at uphill
side of rootball

Set tree/shrub plumb
4” of Mulch within tree well basin

GR

ADE

6'' High soil saucer around tree
for watering basin

2
MAX 1 CUT SLOPE
Fill downhill side of rootball.
Cover exposed rootball 6” min

SL
OP

ES

2
MAX 1 FILL SLOPE

2X BALL DIAMETER
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No new water is ever made on earth. The water that we have today is the same water that was drunk by
the dinosaurs, used by the ancient Greeks and sailed on by Columbus. This same water will be used by
generations to come.
Watershed: The land area that receives rainfall and drains into a particular stream, river, lake or other
body of water.
Runoff: The movement of water across the ground surface that occurs when water collects at a rate faster
than it can soak or infiltrate into the soil. Trees, shrubs, native grasses and flowers can slow down runoff.
Stormwater Runoff: Excess rainfall or snowmelt run off, which comes from impervious surfaces like
rooftops, roads and parking lots. Stormwater usually flows untreated directly into storm drains/storm
sewers which discharge untreated into streams, ponds or lakes. Stormwater runoff can collect pollutants
such as oil, antifreeze, pet waste, and fertilizers, from the landscape and carry them directly to Clear
Creek.
Riparian Zone: The land area that is next to a stream, pond, lake or other body of water.
Riparian Buffer: An area of riparian plants that extends out from a stream bank for a distance. Riparian
buffers separate streams from areas of development or production of food and fiber. Riparian buffers
can help absorb the shock of human activities such as logging, building or farming that take place near
streams. These buffers slow runoff velocity, filter pollutants, provide wildlife habitat, and prevent or
reduce stream bank erosion. Riparian areas are important parts of a watershed that provide many valuable
functions.
Green Infrastructure: The interconnected network of open spaces and natural areas, such as greenways,
wetlands, parks, forest preserves and native plant vegetation, that naturally manages stormwater, reduces
flooding risk, improves water quality and provides habitat for wildlife.
RIPARIAN AREA FUNCTIONS
Slowing Runoff - Riparian buffers soak up water and provide resistance to the flow of water through them
which reduces flooding downstream and prevents erosion of stream banks.
Strengthening Stream Banks - The roots of trees, shrubs, and grasses anchor the soil along stream banks
and prevent or reduce stream bank erosion.
Filtering Pollutants - The plants in riparian areas absorb, filter or uptake nutrients contained in water that
flows through them. The plants, fungi, and decaying trees absorb and store the nutrients and pollutants
from runoff water, the depressions in these areas store water, and all of the dead or decaying plant
materials slow and absorb the water and pollutants contained within.
		Adapted from a publication of the University of Arkansas - Division of Agriculture - Cooperative Extension Service

www.i4es.org
solutions@i4es.org
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Wheat Ridge Revive the Greenbelt!
IES TREE STEWARDS
MANUAL
May-June 2013
INTRODUCTION
You have just taken on an important role in your community by becoming a Tree Steward.
Without you, restoration projects like Revive the Greenbelt! will not succeed. The Institute for
Environmental Solutions thanks you for your commitment to the Tree Stewards Program
IES is a Denver-based independent, nonprofit organization founded in 2004. IES engages
stakeholders to deliver technically sound solutions to complex environmental and health
problems—without unwanted side effects. IES uses scientific urban forestry and broad
stakeholder involvement to solve urgent environmental challenges.
IES works with Denver-area communities to improve air and water quality, manage storm water,
reduce noise and wind, and strengthen local economies by advancing community forestry.
Revive the Greenbelt!
The Wheat Ridge Greenbelt Conservation Area is an important and valuable resource that
provides a wide range of environmental and recreational benefits to the entire Denver
metropolitan area. Tree survival in the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt is an enormous challenge. In
addition to long-term net loss of tree canopy, efforts to replace drastic tree loss from the 2009
hailstorm have yielded a very low survival rate.
On April 27, 2013, IES volunteers planted 192 trees and shrubs in the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt
just south of Prospect Park for the Revive the Greenbelt! Project. Revive the Greenbelt! was a
project to restore tree canopy and improve riparian habitat along the banks of Clear Creek. IES’s
Revive the Greenbelt! Project used strategic tree selection, planting and maintenance to restore
and revitalize the forest alongside Clear Creek as it passes through the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt
Conservation Area. Revive the Greenbelt! used original research into local tree health and
maintenance optimization, a strategic planting plan, a planting day event with education and
broad community involvement, and will conclude with a final report to encourage replication.
Tree Stewards Program
This is where you come in! The Tree Stewards program is the next step in our effort to preserve,
restore, and protect the Greenbelt. The Tree Stewards program is a sustainable community
volunteer program that will engage and connect community members to an important
environmental cause while providing long-term maintenance and monitoring for newly planted
trees along Clear Creek in the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt.
During our study of the Wheat Ridge Greenbelt it became apparent that the number one problem
facing newly planted trees is the lack of maintenance. By becoming a Tree Steward you are
Scientific solutions for a better environment
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helping the community solve this problem. The Tree Stewards program is a tree survival plan
supported by well-trained community volunteer tree stewards that will be critical to restoring the
tree canopy along the waterway.
The Tree Stewards program aims to bring a large and diverse volunteer group to improve the
long term health of our project trees, provide Wheat Ridge a reliable resource for further tree
maintenance and monitoring, and demonstrate a method of sustainable community forestry for
other cities.
The Tree Stewards program is based on proven scientific research to improve tree survival. This
manual contains the information necessary to implement the program and provide for the
survival of the newly planted trees in the Greenbelt. With these critical skills and a diverse, broad
based roster of tree stewards, we hope to engage the Wheat Ridge community and teach
important lessons about the environment. Thank you for being a part of this exciting effort to
protect the Greenbelt!
Key Responsibilities
By signing up for the Tree Stewards program you are making a commitment to help improve
your community and the surrounding environment. These newly planted trees and shrubs will be
here for a very long time with your help!
The most important responsibility for any Tree Steward is WATER. Please know the watering
schedule for your trees and stick to that schedule. In the pages that follow there are detailed
instructions on all aspects of helping these trees survive. However, without water, the rest of this
information is unnecesary. IES and the City of Wheat Ridge have set up water storage containers
near these trees. Your main responsibility is to get water from these containers to the trees.
Additional responsibilites are to note the health and condition of the trees and shrubs you are
caring for. A small problem can become a big one if not caught in time. In this manual you will
find information on a variety of problems that these newly planted trees and shrubs might face.
Please be sure to report any problems you might notice.
Your final responsibility as a Tree Steward is to report your activity. Letting us know how the
trees are doing is very important. We need to know if some trees are struggling and why they are
struggling so we can come up with solutions. We want all of these trees and shrubs to grow and
thrive. Your observations are vitally important to making this happen.
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OVERVIEW OF TREE DECLINE
Trees fail to survive due to one or more of three causes.
Dysfunction is where cells and tissues are unable to function properly due to poor genetics,
poisons or toxins.
Energy depletion is the starvation due to loss of energy because it is not being produced,
transported or stored.
Mechanical disruption of the woody structure is due to damage either by a primary cause which
would result in a break of the hard exterior surface, such as overloading branches, cutting or
scarring by sharp objects, or insect life cycle. Secondary causes are usually the result of
opportunistic insects, fungi, or disease.
Environmental Conditions
Low/High Temperatures 
Winter Desiccation—Drying winds and low temperatures during winter months cause
desiccation, especially in conifers. Drying winds increase the loss of moisture from needles.
Because the ground is frozen, the lost moisture cannot be adequately replaced, and the needles
turn brown. This browning usually occurs on the south-facing portion of the plant.
Freeze Damage—Extended periods of very low temperatures or abrupt fluctuations in
temperature can damage or kill plant tissue. The most common type of freeze damage occurs in
the early fall or spring when the tree is not dormant.
Sunscald—Sunscald injury results in an area of killed bark on the trunks of thin-barked trees.
Scald usually occurs on the south or southwest side of the tree. Although the exact mechanism
of injury is not fully understood, low temperatures are involved. Either living bark tissues suffer
lethal dehydration after exposure to bright winter sunlight or tissues are killed due to rapid
temperature changes at sundown. The dead bark and underlying tissues may be invaded by
canker-causing pathogens, wood-rotting fungi, or wood- boring insects.
Leaf scorch — Leaf scorch may occur on any species of tree or shrub as well as herbaceous
plants. It is a widespread noninfectious disease or disorder. Scorch most often occurs following
prolonged periods of dry, windy weather or bright sunshine when the roots are unable to supply
water to the foliage as rapidly as it is lost by transpiration from the leaves. Unfavorable locations,
such as sandy or gravelly soil, near obstructions or pavement that restrict root growth, or exposed
windy slopes usually promote scorch.
Soils also are alive with a wide range of bacteria, fungi, and other organisms, which contribute
favorably to the soil environment.
Water Availability / Drought Stress
Water is the most important ecological resource for most tree and forest sites. As soil-water
content declines, trees become more stressed and begin to react to resource availability changes.
Scientific solutions for a better environment
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A point is reached when water is so scarce that tree tissues and processes are damaged. Lack of
water eventually leads to catastrophic biological failures and death. Growing periods with little
water can lead to decreased rates of diameter and height growth, poor resistance to other stresses,
disruption of food production and distribution, and changes to the timing and rate of
physiological processes, like fruit production and dormancy. More than 80% of the variation in
tree growth is because of water supply. Effects of drought can be recognized throughout a tree.
Soil Conditions1
The volume of soil available can limit plantings or reduce growth and vigor of trees and shrubs.
Ideal conditions require 15 to 24 inches of topsoil that is well drained contains nutrients required
for tree growth and has the capacity to hold air, water, and organic matter. As topsoil depth
decreases, the potential for survival and growth of woody vegetation decreases.
Soils have chemical, physical and biological properties. Chemical properties that vary from site
to site include available nutrients, soil pH, and organic matter content. Lack of nutrients or the
unavailability of nutrients will limit plant growth. Soil pH, a measure of acidity or alkalinity,
affects the availability of some nutrients. The ideal pH range for tree growth is 5.5 to 6.5.
Some trees begin to exhibit nutrient deficiency symptoms (especially iron) at higher soil pH.
Organic matter in the soil contributes to tree growth by improving soil structure, nutrient
availability, and water holding capacity. The physical aspects of the soil are as important as the
chemical properties. Soil texture (proportion of sand, silt, and clay) is an important factor in
water holding capacity. Soils with large pore spaces (sand) retain less moisture than fine soils;
soils containing mostly clay will be wet or poorly drained. Under optimum conditions, the pore
space in soil should be 50% air and 50% water.
Compaction of soils decreases pore space and increases plant stress by reducing availability of
oxygen to the roots.

1

www.extension.iastate.edu/forestry/publications/PDF_files/CTSPsoilstrees.pdf
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Leaf Scorch
Leaf scorch is the browning of the
leaf margins and yellowing or
darkening of tissues between the
main leaf veins. As the condition
progresses, entire leaves may dry up,
turn brown and become brittle.
Leaves sometimes wilt rapidly,
usually remaining a pale green color
even when dried out.
www.abilitytrees.com/diagnose/leaf-burn.html
Sun Scald
This injury may appear as sunken
and discolored bark. Later, this bark
may crack or fall off in patches,
revealing dead tissue underneath.

www.ext.colostate.edu/ptlk/2111.html
Freeze Damage
The young leaves are blackened,
shriveled and dry as a bone. Freeze
damage is usually caused by a late
snow or freeze in April when new
buds may have been emerging.
Recorded weather conditions during
site visits will assist in determining
freeze damage.
www.colostate.edu/Depts/CoopExt/4DMG/Trees/freeze.h
tm
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Winter Desiccation
Desiccation is a common type of
winter injury that occurs when the
amount of water lost by the foliage
exceeds the amount picked up by the
roots. It has similar appearance as
leaf scorch, however it is usually
associated with evergreens. The
extent of the symptoms can vary
from brown needle tips on one side
of the plant, to one or two branches,
to the whole tree. Injury is found on
the outer portion of the branches and
is often most severe on the side of
the tree facing the wind or a source
of radiated heat.

http://utahpest
s.usu.edu/htm
/utah-pestsnews/upnews-winter13/preventing
-winterinjury/

ANIMAL AND INSECT IMPACTS
Woodpeckers and Sap Suckers
Insect eating woodpeckers are less of
a problem than sap eating
woodpeckers. They tend to only feed
and nest in dead wood and are
generally considered harmless to a
tree.
Sapsuckers attack living wood and
often return to the tree to increase
the size of the holes for fresh sap.
Repeated attacks can girdle and kill
branches or the entire tree. Insects,
porcupines, or squirrels may be
attracted to the oozing sap and cause
additional injury.

http://gardeninginaustin.blogspot.com/2012/06/tree-damage.html
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Squirrels and Rodents
A squirrel normally eats fruits,
berries and succulent plants, and,
when available, fungi, insects,
animal matter and corn. During the
winter, when stored food runs short,
squirrels may eat bark. In the spring,
squirrels prefer swelling tree buds.
Other rodents such as voles, mice
and rabbits cause damage to trees
and shrubs. Subsurface damage is
caused by voles, which feed on the
roots and bark of trees and shrubs.
Mice feed on saplings and shrubs
below the snow and in the grass
layer. Rabbits assault bark and
tender buds on areas higher up than
the reach of voles and mice.
Beavers
Beavers will inhabit nearly any
water source that has a reliable and
plentiful supply of nearby food, but
they prefer water systems
characterized by low gradient flow.
Stream and lake habitats are used
heavily, but beavers also may be
found in farm ponds, wetlands,
sewage treatment plants, and other
riparian areas.
Beavers prefer to fell small trees
from 2 to 6 inches in diameter but
have been known to cut trees up to 3
feet in diameter. They can also harm
larger trees by stripping off the tree
bark in a process called girdling.
Even if the beaver fails to girdle the
trunk’s circumference completely,
the damaged tree may still die or fail
to thrive.

www.sustland.umn.edu/maint/trees.html

http://denverbikepaths.blogspot.com/2012/05/beaverdamage-on-bear-creek.html
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Deer
Deer can cause severe damage to
trees. They feed on tender buds of
small trees, causing breakage and
disfigurement. They also rub their
antlers on the trunks during the
autumn rutting season, which breaks
branches and damages bark.

www.sustland.umn.edu/maint/trees.html
Shade Tree Borers
Many beetles and moths develop as
woodborers in their immature
(larval) stage. When full-grown, in
one to two years, the adult stages cut
a hole through the bark and emerge.
Many of the adult borers,
particularly the long horned beetles
and metallic woodborers, feed on
pollen, tender bark or leaves but do
not cause any significant injury.
Poplar borers are a serious pest
along the Front Range. This
roundheaded borer is the larva of a
long-horned beetle, Saperda
calcarata, that primarily attacks
aspen but can also damage poplar,
cottonwood and willow trees.
Damage appears as swollen areas on
trunks and larger branches. Exit
holes where adults emerge and
woodpecker activity are other signs
of infestation. Chronically infested
trees show a varnish-like stain on the
bark below the points of attack, with
reddish sap running down the trunk.

www.colostate.edu/Dept/CoopExt/4dmg/Pests/popborer.
htm
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Leaf Feeding Caterpillars
Caterpillars feed by chewing plants.
Most common are those that
consume leaves and needles.
However, many trees and shrubs
support species that tunnel leaves or
needles (Leaf and Needle-miners),
bore into cones or fruit, or tunnel
into branches and trunks.
Larvae chew leaves and mature
caterpillars consume very large
amounts of foliage in a short time.
Defoliation occurs late in the season.
Because injury is late and large
numbers of larvae rarely occur,
damage is minimal, although it
commonly attracts attention.

www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/
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DISEASES
Bacterial Wetwood
Symptoms of this disorder include a
yellow-brown discolorationof the
wood, generally confined to the
central core of the tree. This affected
wood is wetter than surrounding
wood and is under high internal gas
pressure. The gas pressure and high
moisture content cause an oozing or
bleeding of slime from wood and
branch crotches. The ooze often is
foul smelling, slimy, and colonized
by yeast organisms when exposed to
air. When the slime dries, it leaves a
light gray to white crust on the bark.
Orange shiny ooze on aspens is
usually from insect borer damage,
not wetwood.
Aspen and Poplar Leaf Spots
Foliage diseases can reduce the
aesthetic value of aspen and
cottonwood. Occasionally, a severe
disease outbreak causes premature
defoliation or dieback of parts of the
tree.
If a tree loses its leaves early in the
season, it may grow new ones and its
health is not seriously affected. If it
loses them in midsummer, however,
growing new leaves may prevent the
tree from fully hardening off before
cold weather or reduce the amount
of stored food. This leads to
increased danger of frost damage,
reduced growth, and predisposition
to other diseases or insects.

http://csfs.colostate.edu/pdfs/bacterial_wetwood.pdf

http://csfs.colostate.edu/pdfs/aspen_spots.pdf

There are hundreds of insects and diseases that attack plants in Colorado. Once the plant has
been correctly identified, the list of potential insects and diseases that attack the specific plant
drops to just a few. Insects and diseases account for only 20% of plant problems.2 When
working with potential disorders and impacts, plant identification will be helpful but will not
shorten the list of potential possibilities as significantly.
2

http://www.cmg.colostate.edu/gardennotes/102.html
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Many outdoor enthusiasts are not familiar with plant materials and need help to correctly identify
trees. The novice arborist often cannot give adequate description over the phone for
identification. A small branch sample with leaves should be photographed and described to help
facilitate potential tree risk of decline.
To describe the potential decline of the plant material, take a close look at the plant and
surroundings. A detailed description of the problem is essential for diagnosis. The description
should include symptoms and signs as they have progressed over time.
Symptoms are changes in the plant’s growth or appearance in response to causal factors.
Signs are the presence of the actual organism or direct evidence of the casual factors.
Time development – Knowing the time frame for the development of signs and symptoms is a
helpful tool. Did it occur suddenly or over a period of time? Keep in mind that the steward may
not actually know as he/she may not have observed the early development. Symptoms that occur
suddenly and do not progress are typical of abiotic (site conditions) disorders. Symptoms that
progressively develop are typical of living factors (insects and diseases).
Multiple problems have similar symptoms. Let the symptoms lead you to the diagnosis rather
than trying to make a diagnosis fit a group of symptoms. Use the terminology below to assist in
describing common observations.
Terminology used to describe common symptoms:
• Blight – A rapid discoloration and death of twigs, foliage or flowers
• Canker – Dead area on bark or stem, often sunken or raised
• Chlorosis – Yellowing – Chlorosis is so generic that without additional details diagnosis is
impossible
• Decline – Progressive decrease in plant vigor
• Dieback – Progressive death of shoot, branch or root starting at the tip
• Gall or gall-like – Abnormal localized swelling or enlargement of plant part. It could be
caused by insects, mites, diseases, or abiotic disorders
• Gummosis – Exudation of gum or sap
• Leaf distortion – The leaf could be twisted, cupped, rolled, or otherwise deformed
• Leaf scorch – Burning along the leaf margin and into the leaf from the margin
• Leaf spot – A spot or lesion on the leaf
• Necrosis – Dead tissue – Necrotic areas are also so generic that without additional details
diagnosis is impossible
• Wilt – General wilting of the plant or plant part.
• Witches broom – Abnormal broom-like growth of many weak shoots
Terminology used to describe signs:
• Fruiting bodies – Reproductive structures of fungi; could be in the form of mushrooms,
puffballs, pycnidia, rusts or conks
Scientific solutions for a better environment
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•
•
•

Mycelium – Mass of fungal threads (hyphae) on the plant surface
Rhizomorphs – Shoestring-like fungal threads found under the bark of stressed and dying
trees caused by the Armillaria fungi. They may glow in the dark!
Slime flux or ooze – A bacterial discharge that oozes out of the plant tissues; may be gooey
or a dried mass

Examples of abiotic signs:
• Girdling roots (caused by planting too deep) leads to root starvation and tree decline
• Lack of a root flare (sign that the tree was planted too deep with a high potential to develop
girdling roots)
• Measuring soil compaction with a penetrometer
• Bark damage on a trunk from lawn mowers and weed eaters.
• Standing water over rooting zone
• Plugged drip irrigation system emitters
• Record of springtime freezing temperatures or severe winter temperatures
• Hardscape over tree rooting area
• Soil tests indicating high soil salts
Keep these terms in mind as you proceed to perform the maintenance responsibilities of the Tree
Stewards Program and recording of tree health.
BEST MAINTENANCE PRACTICES
This section of the manual will familiarize you with how to properly maintain your adopted trees
and shrubs. Please refer to the information in this section if you have any questions about what
your adopted plant needs.
Trees need the soil to dry out as much as it needs to be watered. There is a “breathing “ process
by which water pushes air out of the pore spaces when you water. As the soil dries, air is drawn
back into the soil pore spaces. Roots require oxygen to grow; therefore, you need air in the soil.
Depending on species and location there are individual variances along this scale and the amount
of water uptake and frequency is slightly different.
If the tree is on a steep rocky slope, you will need to water differently than if you are on a flat
piece of land with some soil. Steep rocky slopes don’t hold water for long. This means you will
need to either water more frequently with a slow drip or run your irrigation on shorter (10 min.)
intervals for four or five times per watering. If you are on flat ground with some soil you can
water less often, and you can crank up the water’s flow rate for a shorter amount of time. Since
the water won’t be running away, it will slowly seep into the soil on its own.
Newly planted trees need to be watered more often than established trees. This tree has recently
been moved into the Greenbelt from a tree farm, a tree utopia, where it received the ultimate care
in regular watering, fertilizing and green house conditions. Transplanted trees will go through an
establishment period where you will slowly taper down the amount of water it receives. The tree
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is acclimating to the stresses and daily conditions of its new location. Transplanted trees need
more water because the bucket or ball it came in did not allow for enough root growth. Until the
roots grow enough to catch up in volume to the canopy, it will need more water than normal. The
typical ratio of root length to canopy size is up to two or three times that of the breadth of the
canopy!
Trees with large leaves need more water than trees with smaller leaves. You might notice that all
the native drought hardy trees used in the Greenbelt plan all have small oval leaves. The water
pump system of a tree works due to the water evaporating out of the leaves, called transpiration,
causing water to be drawn in by the roots. The larger the surface of the leaf, the more the sun is
cooking water out of it.
Every tree will have its own unique needs based on what species it is, its site characteristics and
its size. Plants and shrubs can also share water. If they are located in a high plant density area in
the Greenbelt (canopy edges are two feet apart or less) you may be able to apply less water per
plant. To really do a good job you’ll need to get to know your trees and learn to recognize the
signs of water stress.
Monitoring Trees and Shrubs
Monitoring techniques can range from a quick visual inspection to an in-depth study of species
composition, distribution, and density based on quantitative data from random plots, sampling
transects, and/or statistical analysis. Mmonitoring techniques must be designed to gather the
information necessary to identify and evaluate problems that could jeopardize the success of the
project. The frequency with which a site is monitored will always depend on site conditions. For
example, a site prone to low moisture, high erosion, and invasions of weeds should be checked
frequently to ensure the health of introduced plantings. Conversely, dormant periods such as the
winter necessitate fewer visits as do stable and well-advanced successional stages. If problems
are detected, monitoring frequency may need to be increased. The ideal monitoring regime will
detect both expected and unexpected problems as soon as they arise.
Immediately after planting, all tree roots are in the original root ball area. Until new roots grow
into the soil of the planting site, water the original root ball area and just beyond this area. The
root ball area may dry out faster than the surrounding soil, so check the moisture in this area
frequently for the first month or two after planting. Some visual cues that a tree is under watered
and needs more include:
•
•
•
•

Older leaves are turning yellow or brown and drop
Leaves are dull, wilted, or drooping
Leaves are curling
Stems or branches die back

Some visual cues a tree has been over watered and needs to be let dry out for a period or with
less frequency in watering include:
•

Leaves are turning a lighter shade of green or yellow
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•
•
•

Young shoots are wilted
Growth is excessive
Algae and/ or mushrooms are on or around plants

On a monthly basis, but more often during regular watering of newly planted trees, inspect for
stress, vandalism, insect and disease related issues and overall environmental conditions of
project site.
•
•
•
•

Check for mower/weed whip damage, vandal damage and animal damage
Check for any insect or disease problems on the tree and surrounding trees. Contact a
forester or arborist if a problem exists
Check mulch cover and replace if necessary
Check for animal browsing and install, repair, or prescribe protective measure

Watering
Regular, appropriate watering of trees is important because moisture stress is a precursor to
many diseases and insect problems. Most of the tree’s absorbing roots are in the top 12 to 18
inches of the soil, depending on soil type. Water should be applied inside the dripline, deeply and
slowly.
•
•

•

Apply water so it moistens the critical root zone to a depth of at least 12 inches.
During prolonged dry periods in the fall and winter (October –March), some species may
need watering one to two times per month. Water only when temperatures are above 40
degrees and no snow cover exists.
Do not water if the ground is frozen.

Watering needs for newly planted trees
Timeframe

Water Frequency

Water for
large trees
(gallons)
5

April 27 - May 10, 2013

Daily

May 11 - July 11, 2013

Every other day

5

3

2

July 12 – Oct. 31, 2013

Once per week

5

3

2

November 1, 2013 March 31, 2014

Twice a month if
ground is not frozen

5

3

2

April 1, 2014 - October
31, 2014
November 1, 2014 March 31, 2015

Once per week

5

3

2

Twice a month if
ground is not frozen

5

3

2

April 1 – Oct. 31, 2015

Once per week

5

3

2

Scientific solutions for a better environment

Water for
small trees
(gallons)
3

Water for
shrubs
(gallons)
2
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Mulching
•
•
•
•

Apply organic mulch to a diameter of at least three feet around the base of the tree and at
a depth of four inches to conserve and retain moisture.
Leave a 6-inch space between the mulch bed and trunk of the tree to discourage pest or
moisture rot damage to the root collar.
Check mulched areas on a routine basis, at least monthly, and replace mulch as needed.
Reshape mulch around tree. This will create a watering basin.

Weeding
Several steps taken during site preparation and re-vegetation can minimize the potential for
problems to arise once planting is completed. The removal of biennial and perennial weeds and
the use of certified weed-free plant materials for mulch can limit the extent to which native
plantings must later compete with invasive nonnative species. The root systems of perennial
invasive species can be extensive. One shouldn’t assume that weeds were eradicated during site
preparation; deep rhizomes can and will resprout. An established seed bank will also assure that
new plants germinate and find suitable sites to colonize among areas with disturbed soils and
favorable conditions (like our planting sites).
Trimming/Pruning
Trimming and pruning will be minimal for Tree Stewards, as the trees will likely not need
trimming or pruning in these younger years of their life. The following information gives
descriptions of trimming and pruning for optimal tree health and is given for informational
purposes only. During the root establishment phase, canopy growth will be slow to minimal and
pruning is undesirable. Pruning lowers the levels of auxin, a hormone produced in the canopy
terminal buds that stimulates root growth. At this point, pruning should be limited to removing
broken or torn branches. If trees are observed to need pruning please let someone from IES or the
City of Wheat Ridge Parks and Recreation know. Some of the situations where tree pruning may
be necessary are:
•

•
•

Prune trees to remove dead, broken, insect-ridden and diseased branches to maximize plant
health and to minimize pest invasion. For branches that are heavily infested with scale
insects, pruning can be an effective management strategy. Do not “top” or “lion tail” trees.
Properly prune young trees to establish good structure and minimize the potential for damage
from snow and wind.
In situations where trees will not receive any structural training while young, it may be
appropriate to correct structural major defects as part of the planting process. This is
primarily removal of co-dominant trunks and spacing of secondary trunks.

Beaver Cages
In places where beaver cages/protection have been used around the trees, please make sure they
are securely anchored into the ground either with stakes and/or buried into the soil. The beavers
Scientific solutions for a better environment
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can and will lift the cages up and get under them. Young tender trees are especially susceptible
as quick beaver snacks. If cages are damaged please contact IES or City of Wheat Ridge Parks
and Recreation Department for replacement with a description and tree ID.
CONTACT NUMBERS/WEBSITES

D.

A.

IES Contact
Institute for Environmental Solutions, 761 Newport Street, Denver, CO 80220-5554
303-388-5211, Solutions @i4es.org

B.

Wheat Ridge Parks, Forestry and Open Space
Margaret Paget, 9110 West 44th Avenue (Office)
4350 Garrison Street (Shop), Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
303-205-7552, mpaget@ci.wheatridge.co.us

C.

Tree Stewards Manager
Michael Haney, mhaney@i4es.org, 503-432-0107

Emergency Contact: Wheat Ridge Police Emergency
911 (including crimes in progress and release of hazardous waste)
•
Non Emergency: (303) 237-2220
•
Crime Prevention: (303) 235-2910
•
Animal Control and Code Enforcement: (303) 235-2926
•
Wildfire Prevention Hotline: 303-271-8200
E.

Colorado Department of Wildlife, Northeast Region
Denver Area Office/NE Region Office, 6060 Broadway, Denver, Colorado 80216
(303) 291-7227
Colorado Parks and Wildlife Headquarters
1313 Sherman Street, Suite 618, Denver, Colorado 80203
(303) 866-3437 (M-F 8 am-5 pm MST)
Administrative Offices, 6060 Broadway, Denver, Colorado, 80216
Main Customer Service (303) 297-1192 (M-F 8 am-5 pm MST)

F.

Websites for further information
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Colorado State Forest Service: http://csfs.colostate.edu/
Colorado State Extension: www.ext.colostate.edu/
Colorado Department of Wildlife: http://wildlife.state.co.us/Pages/Home.aspx
United States Forest Service: www.fs.fed.us/
USFS Just for Kids: www.fs.fed.us/kids/
City of Wheat Ridge: www.ci.wheatridge.co.us/
Institute for Environmental Solutions: i4es.org
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“We must let the river teach us. Not just a few of us.

Let the river teach all of us.”
Luna B. Leopold in a presentation on November 18, 1997.
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RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT
INTRODUCTION
Riparian/wetland zones provide some of the most productive natural resources found on public and
private lands (CRZFSM, 2002). Proper interpretation of riparian functional status is key to providing
suitable management recommendations. The NRCS Riparian Assessment Method is intended for use by
trained field staff, consultants, and landowners for rapidly assessing the sustainability and function of a
lotic (running water) riparian corridor (Wyman et al., 1999). Sustainability and function of riparian areas is
fundamental to channel stability and ecologic integrity in most cases. This method provides an indexed
rating useful for establishing priorities in treating riparian/stream corridor problems and for stratifying
stream reaches for additional inventory.
The Assessment has direct applicability to steps 1 4 of the NRCS planning process as outlined in the
National Planning Procedures Handbook (NRCS, 2004). It is designed to serve as a starting point for
identifying stream reaches requiring further study. The resulting ratings can be then be used to prioritize
and direct resources where needed to prevent further degradation and where the greatest return for the
investment exists.
The NRCS Riparian Assessment Method is a modification of “Assessing Health of a Riparian Site”
originally developed by the staff of the Montana Riparian and Wetland Research Program at the
University of Montana (Thompson et al., 1998) which has been used and tested in several states and
Canada since 1992. “Assessing Health of a Riparian Site” is designed so that land owners and
managers can complete their own assessment with minimal assistance and training. To help ensure that
users have a common understanding of the meaning and context of the terms used in this method, a
glossary of common terms is contained in Appendix 1.
A number of similar or associated assessment tools have been developed and used in Montana.
Generally, each method has a specific purpose and provides slightly different interpretations and types of
information. Some require more or less user skill level. A query-based Stream Corridor Assessment
Screening Tool has been developed to help Montana users review and choose the most appropriate
assessment tool(s) for their situation and need. The tool may be accessed online through the Natural
Resources Information System: http://nris.state.mt.us/apps/streamassessment/screeningMain.asp. An
excellent review of a number of additional stream corridor inventory and assessment techniques is found
at: ftp://ftp-fc.sc.egov.usda.gov/WSI/pdffiles/Stream_Corridor_Inventory_Techniques.pdf.
Lentic (still water) riparian areas should be assessed using tools developed for that specific purpose. An
assessment procedure for standing water (lentic) systems is presented in BLM Technical Reference TR1737-16 (BLM, 1999).
PURPOSE

What the assessment will tell you
The NRCS Riparian Assessment Method is designed to help users understand the physical attributes
and processes that should occur in stream systems and their adjacent riparian areas. It is based on
providing a “first cut” evaluation of stability and sustainability as a surrogate for riparian ‘health’. The
evaluation helps to characterize the physical and ecological attributes that represent thresholds for
sustainability. Subsequent ratings over a period of time on the same stream reach can be used to
evaluate trend. The ratings are only comparable to streams of the same type in the same local area (i.e.
same hydrologic unit and having the same potential). Potential is defined as the highest ecological status
a riparian-wetland area can attain given no constraints and is often referred to as the potential natural
community. The evaluation also leads to identification of recovery strategies and management needs
that may be used to reverse a downward trend.

NRCS, MT
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What the assessment will not tell you
This assessment is not intended to give the user a quantitative and comprehensive analysis of all
ecological and physical processes. Problems that are identified using this method can be further
evaluated using more specific inventory or assessment techniques. The rating is not intended to provide
an absolute numeric value that can be used to compare the reach to other riparian/wetland areas.
The assessment rating does not compare the existing condition with the site or reach’s full ecological
potential. For example, even if a riparian area receives a score of 100 percent, it may not be at the full
ecological potential of the reach. This assessment is designed to evaluate stability and sustainability
only, which can occur well before full ecological potential is achieved.
Understanding the process
Any analysis of a stream corridor’s sustainability must consider the suite of physical and formative factors
(i.e. soils, vegetation, and hydrology) affecting it for both ecological and management reasons. These
physical processes, which must be present for the stream, riparian area and floodplain to be considered
stable and sustainable, must be evaluated when completing a riparian assessment. FIGURE 1 depicts the
appropriate parts of the stream corridor that are evaluated using the NRCS method.

FIGURE 1.

Channel cross-section. Depiction of the relative location of components of the stream corridor
landform to be evaluated when using the NRCS riparian assessment method (Source:
adapted from FISRWG 1998).

Sustainability is the ability of a stream and its associated riparian area to perform specific physical and
biological processes over time. TABLE 1 gives a list of possible attributes and processes that may be
present in a riparian/wetland area. When working properly, these processes contribute to the integrity,
balance, and stability of the riparian area.
TABLE 1.

List of various attributes and processes that may be at work in riparian/wetland areas 1/.

HYDROGEOMORPHIC

Ground water recharge
Accessible floodplain
Ground water discharge
Bankfull width
Width/depth ratio
Sinuosity
Gradient
Floodplain storage
1/

VEGETATION

Community type
Plant species diversity
Plant species abundance
Surface density
Canopy cover
Recruitment/reproduction
Survival
Root mass

Source: Riparian Area Management TR-1737-15 1998.
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EROSION/DEPOSITION

Bank stability
Bank angle
Bed stability/transport rate
Deposition features
Erosion features

SOILS

Soil type
Soil depth/texture
Soil water states
Soil chemistry
Aerobic/anaerobic
Capillary action

WATER QUALITY

Temperature
Salinity/sodicity
Nutrients
Dissolved oxygen
Sediment

Environment MT-3
The processes listed in TABLE 1 support critical riparian/floodplain functions including sediment trapping,
energy dissipation, streambank building, water storage, aquifer recharge, biotic diversity, and primary
biotic production. If the attributes and process important to the stream reach under assessment are not
properly understood, the resulting interpretations will likely be incomplete and may lead to incorrect
recommendations.
Stable stream systems are sustainable and can be managed to sustain desired values, such as wildlife
habitat, water quality, and forage, over time. A stream and riparian area should not be managed for
values before they are stable; i.e., able to withstand a 20–30 year flow event with minimal damage and
sustainable.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Interdisciplinary Team
Ideally, this assessment should be completed by an interdisciplinary (ID) team. The decision-maker (or
representative) along with an engineer and vegetation specialist with knowledge of riparian systems can
form an ID team. Realistically, these disciplines are not always available at a field office. Specialists
from other NRCS offices or other cooperating agencies or organizations should be called on to help.
Stream Reaches
Riparian areas have unique features that must be considered and incorporated into the evaluation. One
feature concerns the selection of the size of the area to be assessed, that is, to identify the starting and
stopping point of the rating. Stream courses are separated into reaches with similar attributes and
processes. A reach may be considered similar to an ecological site, and is usually determined based on
a number of factors.
A reach consists of a specific length of stream and its associated riparian area and flood plain. For
purposes of the assessment, it should also include the associated floodprone area. A reach may be
selected by:
1. Stream channel type, or geomorphology (Rosgen, 1996); channel evolution
(recovery) stage (Schumm et al., 1984); or ecological site.
2. Changes in management, land use, or ownership where differences are likely to
occur.
3. A structure that impacts the stream/riparian area, such as a diversion, headgate,
bridge, or culvert.
4. The confluence of two or more streams.
5. A change in stream order (CRZFSM, 2002).
As a general rule, a minimum of at least a ¼-mile length of the stream and riparian reach should be
examined. Shorter sections may be used if necessary, but they must be carefully evaluated to be sure
they are truly representative of the reach. The area to be evaluated should include the entire floodplain
zone. Stream terraces that are no longer in the floodplain zone are not be evaluated as part of the
assessment area. Watershed conditions and characteristics, including upland stream terraces, should be
noted and described in narrative comments, since changes in watershed and upland attributes are often
reflected in the condition of the riparian area and stream channel.
Potential and Capability
Each reach must be evaluated relative to its own potential. Potential, as used here, is considered to be
the highest stable state possible, without significant human interference. Potential is a product of the
natural interactions of hydrology, soils, and climate affecting the reach. Some examples of natural
settings that affect reach potential are the influence of groundwater (losing or gaining), runoff-streamflow
characteristics, salt-affected soils, and precipitation/temperature regimes. Potential is used to determine
the maximum possible score for a given reach. This assessment measures the degree of similarity
NRCS, MT
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between existing conditions and the potential of the reach: the more sustainable the rating, the closer the
reach is to its potential in terms of stability.
Capability is used to reflect limitations imposed by other than natural interactions. Capability is also the
highest stable state possible for a site, but that state is limited by political, social and/or economic
constraints. Examples of limitations imposed by capability are the influences of dams, highway or
railroad fill, de-watering from irrigation withdrawals, excess water; i.e., as part of an inter-basin transfer
where water is added to a stream system that is in excess of historic, natural flows, or a change in runoff
patterns as a result of some activity in the watershed; e.g., road construction or logging. Factors affecting
capability may or may not be possible to change over time. Proper understanding of capability also puts
the sustainability rating in context, and is helpful in setting priorities for further study or in evaluating
restoration opportunities.
Potential and capability may the same for many undisturbed streams; however, this is not often the case
in highly altered agricultural and urban landscapes. The following example is used to illustrate the
difference between potential and capability. A given stream reach is expected to have cottonwood trees
or willows present due to it’s climatic and landscape setting and soil moisture conditions. This condition
represents the vegetative community’s potential. However, because of an upstream hydrologic modifier;
e.g., a dam, the flood events, sediment deposition, and other site conditions required for woody species
re-establishment can no longer occur. In other words, the stream reach no longer has the capability to reestablish cottonwoods and willows. This altered condition now represents the reach’s capability.
As another example of vegetative potential and capability, an abundance of long-lived, invasive species
(smooth brome, knapweeds, Kentucky bluegrass, timothy, etc.) negatively affects the capability of native
species adapted to a site to sustain themselves. Capability may remain impaired for the foreseeable
future until such time as these invasive species become naturalized or better controls are developed.
The vegetative potential for the site, however, continues to be the native community adapted to the site.
Channel Type
Recognition and understanding of the stream channel type is crucial to this assessment. Channel types
(those having standard characteristics in dimension, pattern, and profile) have unique features that can
affect their response to disturbance (Montgomery, 2002). A schematic illustration of channel types
according to Rosgen’s classification system (1996) is contained in Appendix 2. Rosgen’s system is one
of several classification systems applicable to streams in the western U.S. It is provided to help users
evaluate the assessment criteria with respect to the stream reach’s channel type, physical attributes, and
response to disturbance.
The nature of this response often greatly influences the stability rating. For instance, some steep
gradient streams that have mainly bedrock or large boulder (Rosgen “A” and “B” channels) substrates
generally do not need vegetation for sustainability. These types of streams should not receive low scores
and low sustainability ratings due to limitations in vegetative attributes alone where vegetation limitations
impact habitat values but not stability.
Ecological Site
The ecological site description in Section II of the NRCS Field Office Technical Guide (FOTG) is the
NRCS standard for evaluation of riparian ecological sites (Note that not all ecological site descriptions for
Montana have been completed at the date of this writing). The FOTG may be accessed online at:
http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/efotg_locator.aspx?map=MT.
Evaluations of riparian functional and ecological attributes and processes must distinguish between
natural changes and those that may be outside the range of normal variability for the ecological site.
When ecological site descriptions are not available for the areas being evaluated, other sources for
comparison such as reference areas or other classification documents such as Classification and
Management of Montana’s Riparian & Wetland Sites (Hansen et al., 1995) should be used.
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Riparian ecological sites are strongly associated with the stream channel type. A new ecological site will
also be evaluated each time the channel type changes. Ecological condition (i.e., Similarity Index) can be
evaluated as management changes are assessed if desired. Because of the inherent complexity of
riparian areas, a reach may contain two or more ecological sites. This occurs often and using a complex
is a common and acceptable way to handle this situation.
The Worksheet
The worksheet is used to evaluate the attributes and processes for riparian sustainability. Instructions
and supporting information are provided for each rating criterion. Each criterion will require some
judgment by the evaluation team. Each question can be quantified, if needed, by using a standard data
collection technique. Similar questions have been grouped into three areas of consideration: geomorphic,
vegetative and functional.
There is no need for absolute precision when doing this assessment. The method is designed and
intended to provide a general overview of the sustainability and function of the riparian area and stream
corridor relatively quickly and inexpensively for large areas. When used properly, this assessment will
provide useful information about overall riparian “health” and assist with prioritizing future efforts.
Do not interpolate between the score values provided for each question. The numbers (scores) assigned
to each question already represent a range of values and are the values that should be used. These
numbers represent guidelines and are not exact. To use a more precise scoring system than that
provided for each question, implies a level of precision that cannot be supported by the science inherent
in this method. Interpolation also reduces consistency between users.
Recognize Potential and Capability. Complete the worksheet based on actual conditions for each
applicable criterion observed (Actual blank). Also, record a score in the Potential blank for each
applicable criterion based on the potential that the team determines is appropriate for the reach. For
instance, in most stream types, the maximum score represents the potential, however in some
exceptional cases, the stream or reach potential may be less than the maximum score. For example, in
an intermittent or interrupted stream, the potential for extensive hydrophytic vegetation may be reduced
due to the less than optimum soil moisture conditions. When this situation occurs, the team must clearly
document the rationale and supporting data to justify the change.
Use comments and notes to describe any limitations that affect the reach’s capability. This is especially
important when the potential and capability are different.
In addition, some criteria may not apply (use N/A) to all stream types and this should be documented
when appropriate. The final score is calculated by dividing the actual score by the potential score. Use
the chart on the worksheet to categorize the rating as either “Sustainable,” “At-Risk,” or “Not Sustainable.”
The liberal use of notes, photos, and comments helps when scores and ratings are evaluated and
analyzed. Comprehensive notes provide documentation for future evaluation of trend over time.
Evaluators need to be aware of any recent extreme climatic events; e.g., a flood or drought. Several
years of "normal" flooding may be necessary to move excess sediment from some stream reaches that
were degraded due to a large flood. These factors must be considered when completing the worksheet.
Cross Check Scores for Related Attributes and Processes. Many questions are related and must be
compared as the worksheet is being completed. For example, if question 1 is given a low score reflecting
the lack of active flood plain, then question 10 should be scored accordingly. Questions 5 and 10 also
should be compared. They are both answered relative to the channel type and vegetative cover. Only in
specific situations should they both be answered N/A. There are only a couple of stream channel types
that do not need either vegetative cover or floodplain features for protection against high flows (Rosgen
“A” and “B” channel types or other types occurring in bedrock formations). Prompts are given in the
instructions where comparisons are appropriate.
Helpful Hints. There are a number of references that will help the user understand the riparian and
channel function processes that are being evaluated. These are listed under “References”. Appendix 3
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contains a table that provides relative stability ratings of various riparian plant communities which will be
useful when answering the vegetation questions, particularly numbers 5 and 10.
Questions five, six, and seven are based on a percentage of the riparian area. Appendix 4 contains two
aids to assist users in estimation of percent coverage, composition, or frequency of occurrence.
Comments
The ID team should assign one member to record comments and notes in association with the team’s
observations. Provide clarification for the rational for scores and the rating, including comments
regarding potential and actual characteristics. It is a good idea to document the team’s observations with
photographs, preferably digital (slides acceptable), and global positioning system (GPS) coordinates
(latitude/longitude or Universal Trans Mercator [UTM]) for future reference.
Trend or Change Over Time
The ID team should attempt to determine and note whether key elements of the processes and attributes
noted in answering Questions 1 through 10 are improving or declining. Usually, there will be obvious
indicators of improvement or conversely, of declining conditions. No specific terms are required, but the
interpretation and a short rationale should be recorded in the Comments Section of the Worksheet
Summary.
Interpretation of trend is particularly useful by decisionmakers to implement the
recommendations resulting from the assessment and in setting priorities.
Using the Ratings
Stream reaches in a watershed can be grouped by their respective assessment ratings. Decision makers
may use this information to prioritize treatment needs and develop objectives. For example, if the
questions dealing with vegetative conditions tend to score low as a category, vegetative inventory needs
and/or management changes can be prioritized and implemented. In some cases, the need for more
detailed assessment may be indicated before moving to the planning and implementation stage.
Three ratings are used with this assessment. “Sustainable” means the stream can access its flood plain,
transport its sediment load, build banks, store water, and dissipate flood energy in conjunction with a
healthy riparian zone. When working properly, these processes contribute to a stable system.
“Not Sustainable” means that the stream and riparian area are clearly lacking adequate vegetation and/or
functional characteristics and will not be able to dissipate energy, trap sediment, build banks or any of the
other processes that are expected for a given potential.
Between “Sustainable” and “Not Sustainable” is the "At Risk" category. Generally, a stream and riparian
area is "At Risk" if most of the attributes and processes are in place and working. What is lacking,
however, is critical to the stability and function of the area. For example, most questions receive a good
score except that vegetative cover (Question 5) or floodplain characteristics (Question 10) are determined
to be inadequate to protect the area from high flows. Thus, this reach should receive an "At Risk" rating.
The assessment helps prioritize the need for additional information and proper allocation of limited
technical and financial resources. Reaches receiving an “At-Risk” rating normally are given priority for
additional planning and treatment, although “At Risk” reaches that are noted to be in an upward or
improving trend may also not be prioritized for immediate treatment. However, reaches that are “Not
Sustainable” often threaten other reaches, both up- and down-stream. In this case, a "Not Sustainable"
reach might be considered a high priority for planning and application. Additionally, “Not Sustainable”
reaches that are not so degraded that some treatment may still be beneficial, should be prioritized for
treatment to prevent further degradation.
The application of specific practices or resource management systems is usually indicated by
examination of relative scores. Vegetation is used as an indicator of many of the processes since it is
readily observed. Many riparian areas depend heavily on vegetation for sustainability and function.
Prescribed grazing is always appropriate for grazing lands, and many times will be what is needed to
begin moving a riparian area towards recovery.
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The assessment also provides insight into interruptions in processes that will affect recovery efforts.
Changes in soils and hydrology have significant impacts on riparian systems. Changes in their
morphological components are often more difficult to fix than vegetative changes. For example,
extensive incisement of a stream channel usually lowers the water table of the riparian area, thus
changing the ecological site and potential vegetative community. A Riparian Subirrigated ecological site
(Montana) typically has a permanent water table within three to four feet of the surface and a plant
community that is dominated by willows. If stream incisement lowers the water table to 6 feet below the
surface, the potential for that site to maintain a viable willow community has been lost. Restoring the
previously existing hydrology becomes difficult, expensive, impractical, or impossible.
The impact of permanent human alterations or disturbance on capability must be considered when
making use of the ratings to set priorities and guide restoration efforts. A reach or site that has been
affected in a manner that it cannot return to its potential within a reasonable time frame should not
receive a high priority, particularly when there is a low likelihood that further human intervention can
accelerate the process. For this reason, it is very important to describe capability limitations in the
comments or notes section.
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COMPLETING THE WORKSHEET
Question 1. Stream Incisement (Downcutting):
Vertical stability is a critical component for maintaining a viable riparian area. A riparian corridor having a
stream that incises (downcuts) loses most of its important attributes such as water table and floodplain,
energy dissipation, flood-water retention/storage, sediment trapping, and bank building. In addition, a stream
that has incised has generally lost many of its values, such as fish and wildlife habitat.
The intent of this question is to evaluate whether a stream has incised or is currently in the process of
incising. This becomes a critical threshold for management or treatment. Early detection and stopping the
process of downcutting in a stream system is often cheaper and usually more successful than trying to treat
an area that has downcut and has to go through the recovery stages (Schumm’s Evolution Model, FIGURE
2).
Vertical stability is also one of the more difficult attributes to determine in the field. There are five indicators
of vertical stability that may help with field identification:
(1) Active headcuts (including tributaries).
(2) Cultural features such as previously buried pipe that’s now exposed, exposed bridge
footings, or excessive drop at a culvert outlet.
(3) Lack of sediment and exposure of bedrock.
(4) A low, vertical edge (scarp) at the toe of the streambank, particularly on the inside of a
meander.
(5) Bankfull flow indicators show that the flood plain is not accessed in a 1 3 year
frequency flow event.
Certain stream channel types such as mountain and steep gradient foothill types (e.g., Rosgen “A” and
steeper “B” types (see Appendix 2) will be naturally entrenched and vertically stable (Rosgen, 1996). Natural
entrenchment should not be confused with incisement or downcutting. Natural entrenchment generally takes
place in erosion resistant materials such as bedrock or large boulders. On the other hand, many eastern
Montana prairie stream systems have incised into relatively soft alluvium at some time in the past and are
now in various stages of recovery (Stages III and IV, Schumm’s Model, FIGURE 2). As a result, it may now
take a 10-year plus flood event for streamflow to access the previous floodplain.
If this question receives a lower score (0 to 4), current management practices and objectives should be
evaluated and changed as appropriate. A positive change in management will usually help accelerate
stabilization. The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated
sustainable.
SCORING:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; or, old downcutting apparent but a new, stable
riparian area has formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation well
established in the riparian area (Stage 1 and 5, Schumm’s Model FIGURE 2).
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to
establish, even at the base of the falling banks, soil disturbance evident (Stage 4, Schumm’s Model
FIGURE 2).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation
(Early Stage 2, Schumm’s Model FIGURE 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not
well vegetated. The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common
(Stage 3, Schumm’s Model FIGURE 2).
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0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly
occurring. Only occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit
downcutting or signs of downcutting (Stage 2, Schumm’s Model FIGURE 2).
FIGURE 2. RECOVERY STAGES

( from Schumm et al., 1984); used in Question 1.

Schumm’s Evolution Model
Stage

Score

Description

I

8

Stable. The channel carries a frequently occurring discharge (1-5 year event).
Floodplain is accessible for energy dissipation indicating the watershed and channel
are in equilibrium. The “h<hc” indicates that the height of the channel banks is less
than the critical height where slope failures begin to occur.

Early II

4

Unstable. The channel is starting to downcut. Channel carries greater than bankfull
flows but less than 5-year event.

II

0

Unstable. The channel is downcutting to incised or more incised condition. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the floodplain.

III

2

Unstable. The channel is widening. The height of the channel banks becomes
greater due to downcutting and exceeds the critical height causing bank failure and
channel widening. Flood flows can not move as much sediment, as when the channel
was deep and narrow in Stage II. Sloughed material that falls to the base of the failing
banks are flushed away with each flood and permanent establishment of vegetation is
difficult.

IV

6

Unstable, but stabilizing. Bank failure is not as common as Stage III or no longer
occurring. The channel has widened enough so the flows can spread out and are not
as deep. The sloughed materials are not flushed away with each flood and they begin
to become stabilized with vegetation. Having vegetation established at the base of the
failing banks signals the start of Stage IV. Through time, a new low capacity channel
forms in the bottom of the deepened and widened channel.

V

8

Stable. Stage V begins when a new low flow channel forms, and the stream has
reached equilibrium (stable) conditions with a new lower base elevation floodplain
within the Stage IV channel. The active floodplain of Stage I is now at a greater height
above the channel and exists as a terrace in Stage
h < hc
I
Terrace1
Stable Floodplain Q
2

II

Incision

(Headcutting)

Q10

III Widening

(Bank Failure)

h > hc
h > hc

+Q10
h = hc

IV Stabilizing
+Q10

V

Stable

Terrace2
Floodplain Q

2

V.

Terrace1

h < hc

h=bank ht
hc=critical bank ht.
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Question 2. Streambanks with Excessive (Human Caused) Lateral Cutting:
This question deals with all lateral erosion occurring within the channel, however, natural stream balance
must be considered when completing this question. The intent of this question is to evaluate current lateral
stability in relation to potential stability for the specific stream type. For the purpose of this worksheet, active
lateral cutting can be identified by the lack of vegetative cover and exposed soil, particularly at the toe of the
streambank. Accelerated or excessive erosion is considered to be directly or indirectly due to the impacts of
human activity or manipulation. An example of a direct impact is channel straightening or riparian vegetation
removal; an indirect impact is alteration of upland ground cover that affects infiltration rate, discharge peak,
and sediment yield. Excessive erosion is usually the result of chronic, long-term response to erosive energy
as opposed to occasional high flow events that cause short-term bank destabilization.

A natural single thread channel migrates laterally by erosion of one bank, maintaining on the average, a
constant channel cross section by deposition on the opposite bank. The form of the channel cross-section is
stable; i.e., more or less constant, but the position of the channel (within its valley) is not (Leopold, 1994). In
other words, there is a state of equilibrium between erosion and deposition. When lateral erosion is
occurring on an outside bend, the associated point bar/inside bend should be increasing and vegetating at
the equivalent rate. The channel dimension and cross-section should remain approximately the same, or
narrower. In most cases, erosion on both banks of the stream or on straight sections is indicative of excess
or accelerated lateral erosion.
The stream channel type and its potential natural sinuosity must be recognized and evaluated. Lateral
erosion will occur as part of the stream’s natural process of maintaining or re-establishing its sinuosity.
Natural rates of channel migration will vary according to stream morphology and bed/substrate materials.
For example, high gradient mountain streams may have their banks protected by bedrock or boulders and
would be expected to be relatively straight. Meandering meadow streams such as Rosgen “E”-type
channels (see Appendix 2) are expected to be very sinuous.
Accelerated or excessive lateral bank erosion results in a wider and shallower channel; e.g., a higher width
to depth ratio than is characteristic of the stream type. This change in channel dimension limits the
mechanics of the stream to transport its sediment load and provide habitat for fish and other aquatic
organisms. For example, inadequately controlled livestock grazing can change a narrow, very sinuous type
“E” channel with a width-to-depth ratio less than 12, to a type “C” channel (and ultimately a type “F” channel)
with a width-to-depth ratio much greater than 12.
Some stream systems, particularly those reaches below dams, may also have a lack of sediment and higher
velocity which are capability issues. (See Questions 1 & 3). A stream having a significant amount of lateral
bank erosion occurring along straight sections may be exhibiting a lack of sediment and higher erosive
velocity.
SCORING: (Inspect banks on both sides of the stream.)

8 = lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting.
5 = there is a minimal amount of human-induced, active lateral bank erosion occurring,
primarily limited to outside banks.
3= there is a moderate amount of human-induced active lateral bank erosion occurring on
either or both outside and inside banks.
0 = there is extensive human-induced lateral bank erosion occurring on outside and inside
banks and along straight sections.
Question 3. The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Supplied by the Watershed:

The primary function of a stream system is to transport water and sediment from the watershed. Streams do
this constantly. A stable stream is in a dynamic equilibrium with its setting. It will adjust to the flow of water
and sediment load being supplied by the watershed. A stable stream is capable of transporting water and
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sediment with no evidence of excess disturbance from erosion, incisement, deposition, or aggradation
although some stream types are inherently more sensitive to these forms of disturbance than other types.
If a stream is out of balance with the amount of water and sediment being supplied by its watershed, it has
lost its primary functionality and becomes unstable. Excess sediment/bedload material can be used as
evidence of a stream that is out of balance and typically also indicates other problems. Excess
sediment/bedload often results in a significant change in channel dimension, shape, or in some cases, even
channel type. Changes in streamflow and channel gradient are usually balanced by changes in sediment
load and bedload material size.
The intent of this question is to identify those stream channels that are not in balance and are aggrading or
have excess sediment or bedload as evidenced by significant deposits of material within the channel.
Excess sediment often results in widening and the formation of islands and mid-channel bars and leads to
development of a braided stream.
There are situations where stream braiding is natural. In this situation, a score of 6 should be used. An
example is a stream that goes from a high energy; e.g., Rosgen “A” type, to a lower energy system; e.g.,
Rosgen “C” type, with no transition zone between. A second example of a naturally braided stream type is a
stream that originates directly from a glacier. Another example is found in arid landscape streams where
sand is the dominant bed material.
If the excess sediment originates from outside of the channel (e.g. the rocks will be angular rather than
rounded), this should be noted as part of the assessment for future inventory and planning. This may
indicate that a change in management or treatment in another part of the watershed is necessary.
The width/depth (w/d) ratio is the key to understanding the distribution of available energy within a channel
and the ability of various discharges occurring within the channel to move sediment. The distribution of
energy within wide and shallow channels is such that stress is placed within the near bank region. As the
channel grows wider and shallower, the hydraulic stress against the banks also increases and bank erosion
is accelerated. The accelerated bank erosion increases the sediment supply to the over-widened channel,
which has lost its ability to efficiently transport the sediment. Deposition occurs, which further accelerates
bank erosion, and the cycle continues.
The stream width and mean depth are determined by bankfull, which is the point where the high flow
normally reaches on the bank and is most easily determined on straight channel sections where the
"scoured" channel meets the "permanent" vegetation. Look for characteristics such as terracing, soil
changes (rock to soil), presence/absence of vegetation or debris lines.
Sinuosity, entrenchment ratio, pool frequency and depth, and sediment deposition should also be considered
along with the W/D ratios to determine if a stream is in balance with the water and sediment being supplied
to the stream. The entrenchment ratios, W/D ratio and sinuosity are used to characterize the following
stream types: (See Rosgen Protocols in Appendix 2 for additional information.)
TABLE 2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ROSGEN’S STREAM TYPES
STREAM TYPE

W/D RATIO

A

<12

B

>12
>12

C
D
DA
E

“Often increased
by disturbance”
>40
NA
<12

F

>12

G

<12

COMMENTS

Steep with high sediment transport. The influx of large organic debris can often
influences the overall channel stability.
Rapids dominated bed morphology. Should have low streambank erosion rates and
scour pools.
Riffle/pool spacing is usually 5-7 bankfull widths and often occurs every 1/2 meander
wavelength. The channel aggradation/degradation is dependant on stability of
streambank and upstream watershed conditions.
Unstable braided channel with high sediment load
Multiple stable channels
High meandering stable systems that are highly sensitive to disturbance
Often re-establishing a functional floodplain inside the confines of a channel that
was often historically entrenched and widened by disturbance.
Deeply incised with high bank erosion and is often caused by disturbance
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SCORING:

6 = The width to depth ratio appears to be appropriate for the stream type and its
geomorphic setting. There is no evidence of excess sediment removal or deposition. There
are no indications that the stream is widening or getting shallower. There may be some
well-washed gravel and cobble bars present. Pools are common. Rosgen “B” and naturally
occurring “D” channel types are exceptions.
4 = The stream has widened and/or has become shallower due to disturbances that have
caused the banks to become unstable or from dewatering which reduces the amount of
water and energy needed to effectively move the sediment through the channel. (Note:
Sediment sources may also be from offsite sources.) Point bars are often enlarged by
gravel with silt and sand common, and new bars are forming. Pools are common, but may
be shallow. Rosgen “B” and naturally occurring “D” channel types are exceptions.
2 = The width to depth ratio exceeds what is appropriate for the stream type. Point bars are
enlarged by gravel with abundant sand and silt, and new bars are forming that often force
lateral movement of the stream. Mid channel bars are often present. For prairie streams
there is often a deep layer of sediment on top of the gravel substrate. The frequency of pools
is low. Rosgen “B” and naturally occurring “D” channel types are exceptions.
0 = The stream has poor sediment transport capability which is reflected by poor channel definition.
The channel is often braided having at least three active channels. Naturally occurring Rosgen “D”
channels types are exceptions. Pools are filled with sediment or are not existent.
Question 4. Streambank with Vegetation (Kind) having a Deep, Binding Rootmass:
Note: For stream types where riparian vegetation is not required for sustainability, this question can be
skipped and given an N/A, with an explanatory note or comment. Be sure to adjust the potential score if this
question is skipped.

The intent of this question is to determine whether the kinds of plants present along both streambanks have
root systems capable of binding soil particles together so the bank is protected from erosion. Plants with
deep, binding root systems also add to the functionality of a system by their ability to trap sediment, hold
moisture in the soil, and reduce some of the erosive energy of the stream. For this question, all native,
woody riparian plants are considered to have deep, binding root systems (stability rating
6). Most
perennial native riparian grasses and sedges also have deep, binding root systems. Tables from Monitoring
Vegetative Resources in Riparian Areas (Winward, 2000) are reproduced in Appendix 3 to provide stability
ratings for most riparian species and communities common to Montana. Plants with deep, binding root
masses are those with a stability rating of 6 in the Tables in Appendix 3.
NRCS Ecological Site descriptions for the appropriate precipitation zone and MLRA may help identify
species that should potentially be present. Note the potential plant community on the score sheet as well as
the present community, if different. The evaluators should include observations from both banks outward to
determine if there is adequate protection by plant roots should the streambanks erode.
Riparian areas dominated by shallow rooted annuals and introduced perennials such as Kentucky bluegrass,
smooth brome, "Garrison" creeping foxtail, timothy, or redtop should receive a lower score. They should
also receive a lower score for Question 7, Introduced/Exotic Undesirable Plants.
Again, remember this value is based on the kinds of plants: potentially present and actually present.
Representative sampling can be used for longer reaches, provided the plant communities sampled truly
represent the reach. The species composition of each plant community is compared to the ratings in
Appendix 3.
Note Exception: Some unique riparian communities are naturally dominated by 1 or 2 sedge species.
These communities should receive a high score when the appropriate species are present because this
situation can represent their full ecological potential.
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SCORING:

6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep,
binding root masses.
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep,
binding root masses.
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of two plant species with deep, binding
root masses.
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of one or no plant species with deep,
binding root masses.
Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover (Amount) in the Riparian/Floodplain Area:
Note: For stream types where riparian vegetation is not required for sustainability, this question can be
skipped and given an N/A with an explanatory note or comment. Be sure to adjust the potential score if this
question is skipped.

Good vegetative cover is crucial to maintaining the riparian functions of a stream system. Vegetation helps
protect streambanks, reduces water velocity and soil erosion, captures and stores sediment and nutrients,
and provides diverse wildlife habitats. The amount and kind of vegetative cover is often a direct indicator of
the sustainability of a stream and riparian area. Riparian/wetland vegetative cover reflects the ability to
withstand and to recover after a moderate to large flood event (e.g., 20–30 year event, or greater).
This question also needs to be answered in the context of the stream channel type and its potential. Most
high gradient mountain streams, foothill streams, and others with mainly bedrock or boulder channel bottoms
(Rosgen Stream Types “A” and “B,” subclasses 1-3) do not necessarily depend on vegetation for
sustainability or function. When evaluating those kinds of stream systems, it is appropriate to skip this
question with an N/A, and document the reasons.
Having the right kinds of plants present is important (Question 4), but if adequate density and distribution is
lacking, the riparian area and stream channel are still subject to potential damage and degradation. A lack of
sufficient quantity of cover may be enough to keep a reach from being rated "Sustainable."
While Question 4 asks about the kinds of plants that are present, the intent of Question 5 is to determine if
there is sufficient (amount or quantity) effective cover of native plants for the riparian area and active
floodplain to either recover or maintain its sustainability and function. Do not include terraces and uplands in
the evaluation. Compare this score with the score for Questions 4 and 10.
Winward (2000) identified sustainability thresholds for riparian/wetland plant cover on various sites. The
scoring below represents an approximation of these thresholds. To answer this question, the major plant
communities and species occurring in the riparian and floodplain areas are identified and the percentage of
each is estimated (or measured) for the reach being evaluated. To help answer this question, an approach
similar to the Greenline Method (Winward, 2000) is a recommended technique. The major plant
communities on both sides of the stream are identified and the percentage of each is estimated (eyeball
method) or measured for the reach. Representative sampling can be used for longer reaches, provided the
plant communities sampled truly represent the reach. The percent composition of each plant community
type is determined, aggregated, and compared to the ratings in Appendix 3.
SCORING:

6 = More than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
4 =75%-85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
2 =65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
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Question 6. Noxious Weeds in the Riparian Area:

The presence or occurrence of noxious weeds usually indicates a downward trend in ecological condition
and riparian health. The long-term implications of noxious weed infestation of the riparian zone are the
crowding out of native plant communities. As weed infestations spread, this will lead to the eventually
instability of both the biological (biodiversity and habitat) and physical (streambank stability) health of the
stream corridor. Infestations of noxious weeds pose significant short-term and long-term economic impacts
to individual landowners and entire communities.
The intent of this question is to quantify and score the extent or scope of noxious weed infestations in the
riparian area. The weed species present should be noted on the assessment form. Locating the infestation,
either on a map or using a GPS unit, also provides important information that can be used later.
Plant species that are considered noxious weeds must include those on both the current state and county
noxious weed lists (including category 1, 2, & 3 plants). Check the current state list online at:
http://agr.state.mt.us/programs/asd/noxweeds.shtml. Section 1G of the Field Office Technical Guide also
contains the current Noxious Weed list.
Noxious weed occurrence may be noted at the same time as when evaluating the preceding questions. As
the team moves through the area, note species and distribution to estimate how much of the area is
occupied by noxious weeds. It isn’t necessary to evaluate density or canopy cover. They are either there or
not. Comment notes should be used to indicate the degree of spread or scope of the infestation.
SCORING:

3 = None of the riparian area has noxious weeds present.
2 = up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds (a few are present).
1 = up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds present (abundant).
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds (very apparent and extensive distribution).
Question 7. Introduced/Exotic Undesirable Plants in the Riparian Area:

Exotic, undesirable species to be considered for this question typically are less adapted to wet conditions but
can be aggressive invaders in riparian areas where they eventually crowd out a significant percentage of the
native plant community. The introduction and spread of these plants are often caused by a disturbance to
the stream corridor that may include heavy livestock grazing use, excessive wildlife browse, riparian clearing,
urban development, and channel incisement. While some of these plants function to retain sediment and
provide effective ground cover, their presence is a concern because they usually limit the attainment of other
important riparian functions such as wildlife habitat and forage production.
Whereas, most species considered as part of the potential natural riparian community are either obligate or
facultative-wet, the disturbance induced and introduced species are more generally facultative or facultativeupland (i.e. Kentucky and Canada bluegrass, smooth brome) with some being facultative-wet (i.e. redtop and
curly dock). Undesirable woody species to consider for this question include Russian olive and salt cedar.
These species commonly indicate that a significant disturbance has occurred that has caused the loss or
decline of the more desirable, later seral plants. If this question receives a low score, the team should
document the nature of the disturbance that caused the change in plant composition.
The plant species considered in this item have a potential to be changed with management. Noxious weeds
that were identified for question 6 are not recounted in this item.
SCORING:

3 = 5% or less of the riparian area with undesirable plants (very few present).
2 = 5-10% of the riparian area with undesirable plants (few are present).
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area with undesirable plants (commonly distributed).
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0 = over 15% of the riparian area with undesirable plants (abundant over much of the area).
Question 8. Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration:
NOTE: Skip this question and give an N/A on the worksheet if the site does not have woody species as a
major component of the Historic Climax Plant Community, as indicated in the Ecological Site Description or
riparian community classification (Hansen et al., 1995). Question 9 should also be completed the same way.
Be sure to adjust the total potential score if these questions are skipped.

The intent of this question is to determine if multiple age-classes of native woody species are present,
reflecting the potential of the site for maintenance and/or recovery. For many riparian areas, woody species
are an important component and are often largely responsible for sustainability and function. The presence
of all age classes (TABLE 3) indicates a generally healthy condition and ecological diversity. Such areas will
have natural resistance to impacts such as disease and insects, and will exhibit a resiliency to other
disturbances. The production and delivery of large woody debris to the stream system is also an important
biotic and stability function in many river systems (Rosgen “B” and “C” channels).
Lack of multiple age classes may indicate excessive interference from stressors such as livestock and
wildlife grazing or hydrologic alteration. In some cases on intermittent, stable prairie streams, cottonwood
stands are naturally even-aged, so evaluation must consider specie’s potential to occur in multiple aged
communities. When the NRCS Ecological Site Description is not available to help determine woody plant
species potential, the I.D. team should examine similar nearby stream corridors for clues.
Age classes of shrubs are based on relative height and stem size by species. Shrubs are generally
considered in three age classes: 1) seedling/sapling; 2) mature; and 3) dead/decadent. Plants with stems
up to 1 inch diameter and/or are no more than half as tall as the tallest individuals of that species at the site
are considered seedling/sapling age. Mature native shrubs generally have stems larger than 1 inch in
diameter, or those with reproductive structures. Dead and decadent are the same as shown in TABLE 3
below.
Age classes of trees are based on species and size, with the exception of Rocky Mountain juniper. It does
not have a typical or consistent size, age, or growth form as compared to other coniferous trees. The
evaluation team will have to estimate age classes of junipers based on relative size, reproductive ability, and
overall appearance and vigor. As aggressive, exotic species, Russian olive and salt cedar are not counted
as desirable woody species in this question.
AGE CLASS

CONIFERS AND COTTONWOODS

Seedling
< 4.5 feet tall or < 1.0 inch dbh2
Sapling
> 4.5 feet tall and 1.0 to < 5 in. dbh
Pole
> 5.0 inch to < 9.0 inch dbh
Mature
> 9.0 inch dbh
Decadent
> 30% of the canopy is dead
Dead
100% of the canopy is dead
TABLE 3. Table for determining age classes of trees

1

OTHER BROADLEAF SPECIES

< 3.0 feet tall
> 3.0 feet tall and < 3.0 in. dbh
> 6.0 feet tall and > 3.0 to < 5.0 inch dbh
> 5.0 inch dbh
> 30% of the canopy is dead
100% of the canopy is dead

SCORING:

8 = all age classes of desirable woody riparian species present. (See TABLE 3).
6 = one age class of desirable woody riparian species is clearly absent, all others well represented.
Often, it will be the middle age group(s) absent. For sites with potential for both trees and shrubs
there may be one age class of each absent. Having mature individuals and at least one younger age
class present indicates the potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes (seedlings and saplings) of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of
native riparian trees are clearly absent, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature species. Other
age classes well represented.
1
2

green ash, box elder, peachleaf willow, quaking aspen and American elm
diameter at breast height
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2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or
non-riparian species dominate. Woody species present consist of decadent/dying individuals.
(Refer back to Question 1 if this is the situation. The channel may have incised.)
0 = a few woody species are present (<10% canopy cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at
this point, the site potential should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody
vegetation). OR, the site has at 5% canopy cover of Russian olive and/or salt cedar. On sites with
long-term manipulation or disturbance, woody species potential is easily underestimated.
Question 9. Utilization of Trees and Shrubs:
NOTE: Skip this question and give an N/A on the worksheet if the site does not have woody species as a
major component of the Historic Climax Plant Community, as indicated in the Ecological Site Description or
riparian community classification (Hansen et al., 1995). Question 8 should also be completed the same way.
Be sure to adjust the total potential score if these questions are skipped.

This question relates to vigor of woody riparian vegetation. Excessive use and damage can be by either
domestic or native ungulates. The amount of use and/or mechanical damage can be an indicator of plant
vigor. Excessive browsing or trampling of woody species eventually reduces their vigor and consequently
their ability to increase or remain on the site. Sites that require woody species for sustainability and function
will remain in a lower ecological condition as well as a weakened state for recruitment of new individuals as
long as the excessive use or damage occurs.
The intent of this question is to determine if the degree of use and/or mechanical damage of the woody
plants on a site are severe enough to limit their potential for recovery or maintenance of the riparian area.
Generally, if there is much browsing of shrubs and trees where the older growth is consumed, there will be
an eventual change in growth form. Such plants develop either a “highlined” or a “clubbed” appearance.
Physical trampling and rubbing of shrubs and trees can also create “umbrella-shaped” specimens with the
lowermost limbs removed. APPENDICES 5 AND 6 depict the architecture or growth form of trees and shrubs
described by Keigley and Frisina (1998) relative to browse condition and history.
Excessive use can prevent establishment and impede or halt natural succession on a riparian site.
Eventually, the desirable native species are eliminated from a site and are replaced by undesirable invasive
species, or herbaceous vegetation. Consider second-year or older twigs of species normally eaten by
wildlife or livestock when estimating the extent of use. FIGURE 3 is provided as a guide to illustrate the
appearance of degrees of browse utilization. Current year’s growth use should not be considered because it
may lead to an underestimation since most of these evaluations are done during the growing season and
some browsing continues all-year.
Significant use (i.e., 10% or more) of species normally not browsed can indicate other problems such as a
lack of any other desirable forage. If this condition is clearly occurring, many of the other questions should
have received low scores (i.e., plant cover, dominance by weeds, and/or undesirable plant species, etc.).
Conditions during the previous summer or winter may have caused livestock to utilize some shrubs they
normally would not. Part of the intent of this question is to determine if the heavy utilization is a yearly
occurrence. Livestock and wildlife use should be noted as appropriate.
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Guide to estimating browse utilization on 2nd year growth of woody plants. (Source: USDI,
1996. Utilization Studies and Residual Measurements.)

FIGURE 3.

SCORING:

4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed (lightly).
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed (moderately).
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed (heavily). Many of the
shrubs have either a “clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped .
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Question 10. Floodplain Characteristics for Dissipating Energy and Capturing Sediment.

Energy dissipation and sediment capture are important functions of floodplain areas and the included
riparian area. The physical features of a riparian zone and floodplain commonly slow or re-direct flows.
Important stream corridor features that dissipate high-flow energy and capture water-borne sediment
include: 1) ready access to the adjacent floodplain (see Question 1); 2) dense stands of healthy
riparian/floodplain vegetation (see Questions 4 and 5); and 3) the presence of overflow or flood channels,
large rock, and/or large woody material, as appropriate for the stream type. These three attributes also
provide suitable conditions for the establishment of new plants.
The examiner needs to consider the existence and impacts to floodplain function capability from human-built
restrictions and alterations to the floodplain such as dikes, diversion and check structures, retaining walls,
floodplain logging, clearing and snagging, channelization, and elevated roads or irrigation laterals.
Consider the nature of the channel and stream type with regard to what is “sufficient” in dissipating energy
and capturing sediment. On eastern Montana prairie streams and low gradient, low energy streams
elsewhere (Rosgen “E”-type channel), this ‘roughness’ characteristic that serves to dissipate energy may be
provided by either herbaceous or woody (individual or in combination) riparian vegetation on the floodplain.
Thunderstorm driven eastern Montana prairie streams typically do not exhibit the same level of floodplain
flow frequency as do snowmelt driven mountain and foothill streams. Flood events of 10 to 25-year storm
frequency may be required to access the floodplain.
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Conversely, streams in the foothills and mountains typically require large rock, woody vegetation and/or
debris on the floodplain to dissipate energy and capture sediment. Streams of Rosgen channel type “F” and
“G” with bedrock substrate can be N/A for this question since floodplain functions are handled by the
resistance of the rock. All other channel types should be evaluated as described.
The basic intent of this question is to determine if these floodplain characteristics are present and
functioning. If so, at what level of stability or risk? Use comments to describe the potential and actual level
of function based on the indicator descriptions below. Compare to your score for Question 1 - incisement.
SCORING:
8 = Active flood or overflow channels exist in the floodplain. Large rock, woody debris, and/or
riparian vegetation appropriate for the setting are sufficient to adequately dissipate stream energy
and trap sediment on the floodplain. There is little evidence of excessive erosion or disturbance that
reduces energy dissipation and sediment capture on the floodplain. There are no headcuts where
either overland flow and/or flood channel flows return to the main channel.

6 = The floodplain meets the characteristics of the description in eight above, but demonstrates
slight limitations in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation
present. Riparian vegetation structure is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be
occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but generally not extensive enough to have
affected channel development.
4 = Rock, woody material, and/or riparian vegetation is present, but generally insufficient (quality or
quantity) to fully dissipate stream energy. Some sediment may be captured, but greater evidence of
incipient erosion and/or headcuts is readily present.
2 = Inadequate rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation available for dissipation of energy or
sediment capture. There is very little evidence of sediment capture. There is some streambank
erosion due to human disturbance or alterations, and occasional headcuts where overland flows or
flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = Floodplain area reflects the following conditions: 1) The floodplain area is very limited or not
present and is inadequate to dissipate energy; 2) flood or overflow channels do not exist; and 3)
large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation is not adequate to dissipate stream energy and
capture sediment on the floodplain. Streambank and/or floodplain erosion and/or evidence of
human alteration are common. “G“- and “F”-type channels (Rosgen) typically reflect these
conditions.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE

RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
Clear Creek
November 27, 2012

NAME OF STREAM:
DATE:

LENGTH OF REACH:

2,425 ft

REACH LOC OR ID:
ID TEAM/OBSERVERS:

LAT/LONG - BEGIN/END:

Conditions Assessment Map
MAP OR QUAD NAME: Riparian
_______________________

PLANT COMMUNITY: Plains
WIDTH/DEPTH RATIO:

N/A

Prospect Park

Institute for Environmental Solutions
W: 105°7'51.08"W 39°46'24.693"N E: 105°7'18.702"W 39°46'28.733"N

PHOTO #S:____________
PRIMARY LAND USE:____________________________
N/A
Agricultural
ROSGEN CHANNEL TYPE:

Grassland
CHANNEL SUBSTRATE :

G

N/A BFWIDTH:_______
N/A
BFDEPTH:______

Bedrock

Geomorphic Considerations
Question 1. Stream Incisement (Downcutting):
8 = Channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; or, old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation well established in the riparian area (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm’s Model Figure 2).
6 = Channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at the
base of the falling banks, soil disturbance evident (Stage 4, Schumm’s Model Figure 2).
4 = Small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (Early Stage 2,
Schumm’s Model Figure 2).
2 = Unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated. The
vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common (Stage 3, Schumm’s Model Figure 2).
0 = Channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting or signs of downcutting
(Stage 2, Schumm’s Model Figure 2).
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated Sustainable.

West:5-6, East:6-7
SCORE:
Potential
Actual_____________________
8
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: The bank height appeared about equal to the critical bank height. Older downcutting appeared to be

stabilizing with new vegetation (Schumm’s Evolution Model Stage IV). Little stream incisement was observed.
Finally, the stream has already reached the bedrock (although it was not exposed) suggesting that further
incisement is unlikely.

Question 2. Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting (inspect banks on both sides of the stream):
8 = Lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting.
5 = There is a minimal amount of human-induced, active lateral bank erosion occurring, primarily limited to
outside banks.
3= There is a moderate amount of human-induced active lateral bank erosion occurring on either or both
outside and inside banks.
0 = There is extensive human-induced lateral bank erosion occurring on outside and inside banks and straight
sections.
SCORE:
Potential
Actual_____________________
West: 2, East:4
8
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: Both sides exhibit bank instability due to human paths causing later erosion, but the East side shows

less signs of instability. The WSE is more greatly connected to the flood plain in this region and banks have
gentler slopes, thus human or animal access to water creates less degradation or disturbance of stabilized banks.
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NAME OF STREAM:_________________________________
REACH ID:
Clear Creek

Prospect Park

DATE:________________
11/27/12

Question 3. The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = The width to depth ratio appears to be appropriate for the stream type and its geomorphic setting. There is
no evidence of excess sediment removal or deposition. There are no indications that the stream is widening or
getting shallower. There may be some well-washed gravel and cobble bars present. Pools are common.
Rosgen “B” and naturally occurring “D” channel types are exceptions.
4 = The stream has widened and/or has become shallower due to disturbances that have caused the banks to
become unstable or from dewatering which reduces the amount of water and energy needed to effectively move
the sediment through the channel. (Note: Sediment sources may also be from offsite sources.) Point bars are
often enlarged by gravel with silt and sand common, and new bars are forming. Pools are common, but may be
shallow. Rosgen “B” and naturally occurring “D” channel types are exceptions.
2 = The width to depth ratio exceeds what is appropriate for the stream type. Point bars are enlarged by gravel
with abundant sand and silt, and new bars are forming that often force lateral movement of the stream. Mid
channel bars are often present. For prairie streams there is often a deep layer of sediment on top of the gravel
substrate. The frequency of pools is low. Rosgen “B” and naturally occurring “D” channel types are exceptions.
0 = The stream has poor sediment transport capability which is reflected by poor channel definition. The channel is often
braided having at least 3 active channels. Naturally occurring Rosgen “D” channels types are exceptions. Pools are filled
with sediment or are not existent.
SCORE:
Potential_______________
Actual_____________________
6
West:2-4, East:4-5
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: Although width to depth ratio was not calculated, point bars are not enlarged but do show various

degrees of sand and silt deposition with some vegetative recovery, frequency of pools is minimum to occasional
however new bar formation is not clearly observed. East side has deeper pools, with minimal and well-washed gravel bars
banks are well vegetated and the north bank appears gradual in grade and transition; no indication of stream widening or
getting more shallow.

Vegetative Considerations
Question 4. Streambank with Vegetation (Kind) having a Deep, Binding Rootmass:
Note: For stream types where riparian vegetation is not required for sustainability, this question can be skipped and given an N/A,
with an explanatory note or comment. Be sure to adjust the potential score if this question is skipped.
(See Appendix I for stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species.)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding root masses.
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding root masses.
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of two plant species with deep, binding root masses.
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of one or no plant species with deep, binding root masses.
SCORE:
Potential_______________
Actual_____________________
West:6, East: 4-6
6
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: On the West side, we saw Plains and Narrowleaf Cottonwoods, Birch, Willow sp., Snowberries, and

Red twig Dogwoods, while the East side was predominately cottonwoods, willow species, with the occasional birch,
and Red twig dogwood. East side had a greater understory of herbaceous graminoids and forbs with lesser shrub
populations, while the west had considerably more shrub and taller herbaceous forb populations.

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover (Amount) in the Riparian/Floodplain Area:
Note: For stream types where riparian vegetation is not required for sustainability, this question can be skipped and given an N/A,
with an explanatory note or comment. Be sure to adjust the potential score if this question is skipped.
6 = More than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
4 =75%-85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
2 =65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
0 = Less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has a stability rating > 6
NOTE: A low score for this item may be enough to keep the stream reach from being rated Sustainable
West:2-3, East:0
SCORE:
Potential_______________
Actual_____________________
6
Clear Creek
NAME OF STREAM:_________________________________
REACH ID: Prospect Park
DATE:________________
11/27/12
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Question 5. Continued:
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: By casual observation, the East side of the creek exhibited approximately 30% Riparian/Wetland

vegetative cover, while the West side showed an estimated greater than 65% cover. Canopy cover from areal
photographs will be calculated using GIS metrics.

Question 6. Noxious Weeds in the Riparian Area:
3 = None of the riparian area has noxious weeds present.
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds (a few are present).
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds present (abundant).
0 = Over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds (very apparent and extensive distribution).

West:2, East:2
SCORE:
Potential_______________
Actual_____________________
3
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: (NOTE: List all noxious weed species)___________________________________________________________
Up to 5 % observed species including Russian Olive , thistle and

teasel but not abundant or widespread in distribution

Question 7. Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants in the Riparian Area:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area with undesirable plants (very few present).
2 = 5-10% of the riparian area with undesirable plants (few are present).
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area with undesirable plants (commonly distributed).
0 = Over 15% of the riparian area with undesirable plants (abundant over much of the area).
SCORE:

3
Potential_______________

Actual_____________________
West:2, East:2

Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: (NOTE: List all nuisance weeds and undesirable plants) Indication of introduced species, not necessarily

undesirable but not typical native riparian species. Species observed have low regenerative properties and are not
considered a competitive threat.
Noxious species: Thistle, Teasel, and Russian olive observed.

Question 8. Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: Note: For stream types where riparian vegetation is not required
for sustainability, this question can be skipped and given an N/A, with an explanatory note or comment. Be sure to adjust the
potential score if this question is skipped.
8 = All age classes of desirable woody riparian species present (see Table 3).
6 = One age class of desirable woody riparian species is clearly absent, all others well represented. Often, it will be the
middle age group(s) absent. For sites with potential for both trees and shrubs there may be one age class of each absent.
Having mature individuals and at least one younger age class present indicates the potential for recovery.
4 = Two age classes (seedlings and saplings) of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of native riparian trees are
clearly absent, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature species. Other age classes well represented.
2 = Disturbance induced, (i.e. facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian species
dominate. Woody species present consist of decadent/dying individuals. (Refer back to Question 1 if this is the situation.
The channel may have incised.)
0 = A few woody species are present (<10% canopy cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site
potential should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation); or, the site has at 5% canopy
cover of Russian olive and/or salt cedar. On sites with long-term manipulation or disturbance, woody species potential is
easily underestimated.
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Clear Creek
NAME OF STREAM:_________________________________
REACH ID: Prospect

Park

DATE:________________
11/27/12

Question 8. Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration (cont’d.):

8
Actual_____________________
SCORE:
Potential_______________
West:4, East:4
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
Comments: Both sides of the creek banks and benches lacked mid-age trees (5-20 years of age), and exhibited

predominately saplings from suckering root masses paired with the older growth (20+ years) trees. Age variability
was lacking and could almost be described as a single generation.

Functional Considerations
Question 9. Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: Note: For stream types where riparian vegetation is not required for sustainability,
this question can be skipped and given an N/A, with an explanatory note or comment. Be sure to adjust the potential score if this
question is skipped.
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed (lightly).
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed (moderately..
1 = More than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed (heavily). Many of the shrubs have either
a “clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped .
0 = There is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species
SCORE:
Potential_______________
Actual_____________________
4
West:4, East:4
Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate
Comments: We saw little to no animal browsing on lower limbs or of buds, some beaver activity was observed

on older/larger tree trunks (>18” diameter).

Question 10. Floodplain Characteristics for Dissipating Energy and Capturing Sediment.
8 = Active flood or overflow channels exist in the floodplain. Large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation
appropriate for the setting are sufficient to adequately dissipate stream energy and trap sediment on the floodplain. There
is little evidence of excessive erosion or disturbance that reduces energy dissipation and sediment capture on the
floodplain. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
6 = The floodplain meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations in
the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure is
below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = Large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation is present, but generally insufficient (quality or quantity) to fully
dissipate stream energy. Some sediment may be captured, but greater evidence of incipient erosion and/or headcuts is
readily present.
2 = Inadequate Large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation is available for dissipation of energy or sediment
capture. There is very little evidence of sediment capture. There is some streambank erosion due to human disturbance
or alterations, and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = Floodplain area reflects the following conditions: 1) The floodplain area is very limited or not present and is
inadequate to dissipate energy; 2) flood or overflow channels do not exist; and 3) large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian
vegetation is not adequate to dissipate stream energy and trap sediment on the floodplain. Streambank and/or floodplain
erosion and/or evidence of human alteration are common. “G”- and “F”-type channels (Rosgen) typically reflect these
conditions.
SCORE:

8
Potential_______________

West:0-4, East:5-6
Actual_____________________

Please clarify the rationale for your score, including comments regarding potential and capability and document with photograph if
appropriate.
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Because of the West’s deep incised structure, it is disconnected more so from the floodplain and
therefore lacks the ability to dissipate energy, very little vegetation to reduce energy or capture sediment,
I rank it a 0-4, typical of G and F type channels. East side had better Riparian function and floodplain
________________________________________
characteristics, I would have described it as a 5-6.

Comments:

SUMMARY
SCORE
POTENTIAL ACTUAL
QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Deep, Binding Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Noxious Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
TOTAL

8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

5, 7
2, 4
3, 4
6, 5
3, 0
2, 2
2, 2
4, 4
4, 4
2, 5

60

33, 37

POSSIBLE
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
0, 3, 5, 8
0, 2, 4, 6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
0, 1, 2, 3
0, 1, 2, 3
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8
(60 total possible)

(POTENTIAL SCORE FOR MOST BEDROCK OR BOULDER STREAMS)
(questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10)
(POTENTIAL SCORE FOR MOST LOW ENERGY “E” STREAMS)
(questions 1 – 7, 10)
RATING:

=

Actual Score
Potential Score

X 100 = % rating

80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE
* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

(36)
(48)

West: (33/60)x100= 55%
East: (37/60)x100= 61.6%
Both West and East are at risk.

Please clarify the rationale for your rating, including comments regarding potential. Can the limitations be addressed by
the decisionmaker?
NOTES It is important to note that we noticed different characteristics on either side of the access bridge. The east side has a more stable
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
stream and there are many areas which are still attached to the stream's water table. This is most likely due to Urban Drainage's project which
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
raised the stream height. The west side of the bridge has many more species of woody plants and two active ditches and active runoff from the
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
bluff provide some water to the area. However, the stream on this side of the bridge is largely detached from the stream's water table. It was
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
noted during our site visit that there may be opportunity to exploit these water sources but without understanding of soil characteristics
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
and underground water flows it will be impossible to plant trees deep enough on the west side for them to have reliable access to water. Both
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
sides of the bridge exhibited signs of active bank erosion in places. This widening appears to be human caused due to trail use.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
TREND: Does the reach appear to be improving or declining? Explain. _________________________________________
Currently the reach appears to be declining. There are
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
very little young woody species in the area which means there will be less protection from bank erosion as time goes on and older trees weaken
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
and die. Additionally there is active widening of the stream due to human activity. The Urban Drainage project succeeded in raising the stream
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
height, however without a project designed to plant and maintain trees the efforts to raise the stream height are insufficient.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX

1:

GLOSSARY OF COMMONLY USED TERMS:

Capability - The highest stable ecologically stable state possible for a reach, but is limited by political,
social and/or economic constraints.
Ephemeral stream - A stream that flows briefly and only in direct response to local precipitation, and
whose channel is always above the water table.
Facultative species – A plant species that occurs about equally in wetlands and uplands.
Facultative upland species – A plant species that occurs most of the time in uplands; its frequency of
occurrence in wetlands is between 1 to 33% of the time.
Facultative wetland species – A plant species that occurs more often than not in wetlands; its frequency
of occurrence in wetlands is between 67 and 99% of the time.
Flood plain - Lowlands bordering a river which are subject to recurrent flooding. Flood plains are
composed of sediments carried by rivers and deposited on land during flooding.
Flood prone area – As used here, refers to the area inundated by a discharge elevation two times the
average bankfull depth.
Geomorphology – refers to the scientific study of the forms of the earth surface and the processes
creating them. It is based on the Greek roots, geo meaning earth; hos referring to form; and logos
meaning discourse.
Hydrophytic vegetation - Plant life growing in water or on a substrate that is at least periodically deficient
in oxygen as a result of excessive water content.
Intermittent stream - One in contact with the groundwater table that flows only at certain times of the year
as when the groundwater table is high and/or when it receives water from springs or from some surface
source (e.g., melting snow in mountainous areas). It ceases to flow above the stream bed when losses
from evaporation or seepage exceed the available streamflow. Also, a stream that normally flows for at
least thirty (30) days after the last major rain of the season and is dry a large part of the year.
Interrupted stream - A stream that contains alternating reaches that are either perennial, intermittent, or
ephemeral
Macrophyte - A member of the macroscopic plant life of an area, especially of a body of water; large aquatic plant;
the term 'aquatic macrophyte' has no taxonomic significance.
Obligate wetland species - A plant species that is nearly always found in wetlands; its frequency of
occurrence in wetlands is 99% or more.
Obligate upland species – A plant species that very seldom is found in wetlands; its frequency of
occurrence in wetlands is less than 99% of the time.
Perennial stream - A stream that flows continuously throughout the year.
Point bar – Sediment deposited along the inside margin of bends or meanders in streams and rivers
caused by the reduced velocity along the inner radius.
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Potential - As used here, the term refers to the highest ecologically stable state possible for a stream
reach, without significant human interference. Potential is influenced by the natural interactions of
hydrology, soils, and climate affecting the reach.
Riparian – Many definitions of riparian are currently in use in addition to the term’s historical association
with water law. NRCS uses the following science-based definition of the term: “Riparian areas are
ecosystems that occur along watercourses and water bodies. They are distinctly different from the
surrounding lands because of unique soil and vegetation characteristics that are strongly influenced by
free or unbound water in the soil. Riparian ecosystems occupy the transitional area between the
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Typical examples would include floodplains, streambanks, and
lakeshores”.
Stream order - A number from 1 to 6 or higher, ranked from headwaters to river terminus that designates the
relative position of a stream or stream segment in a drainage basin network. First-order streams have no discrete
tributaries; the junction of two first-order streams produces a second-order stream; the junction of two second-order
streams produces a third-order stream; etc.
Woody debris – A large piece of relatively stable woody material having a diameter greater than 30 cm
(12 inches) and a length greater than 2 m (6 feet) that intrudes into the stream channel. Specific types of
large woody debris include floating logs, boles, deadheads, root wads, etc.
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APPENDIX 2: ROSGEN STREAM CLASSIFICATONS.
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APPENDIX 3:
PLANT STABILITY RATING TABLE
Grass/Grasslike dominated communities:5
Plant Name

5
6

Stability Rating6

Grasslikes
Baltic rush
Beaked sedge
Buxbaum sedge
Creeping spikerush
Douglas sedge
Few flowered spikerush
Holm Rocky Mt. sedge
Lentil fruit sedge
Mud sedge
Nebraska sedge
Rock sedge
Short beaked sedge
Small fruited bulrush
Small winged sedge
Swordleaf rush
Three square bulrush
Water sedge
Woolly fruit sedge
Woolly sedge

9
9
8
6
4
5
9
4
8
9
8
8
9
4
7
9
9
8
9

Grasses
Bluejoint reedgrass
Brookgrass
Common reedgrass
Creeping bentgrass
Garrison creeping foxtail
Kentucky bluegrass
Mannagrass
Mat muhly
Meadow barley
Nevada bluegrass
Orchardgrass
Quackgrass
Prairie Cordgrass
Redtop
Reed canarygrass
Shortawn foxtail
Slimstem reedgrass
Smooth brome
Timber oatgrass
Timothy
Tufted hairgrass
Water foxtail

8
3
9
3
4
3
8
3
3
3
2
3
8
2
9
3
7
3
3
2
4
3

Tall Willow dominated communities:
Plant Name

Stability Rating

Bebb willow/mesic graminoid
Booth willow/water sedge
Booth willow/bluejoint reedgrass
Booth willow/Nebraska sedge
Booth willow/beaked sedge
Booth willow/horsetail
Booth willow/mesic forb
Booth willow/mesic graminoid
Booth willow/fowl bluegrass
Booth willow/Kentucky bluegrass
Booth willow/false Solomon seal
Drummond’s willow communities
Coyote willow/barren community
Coyote willow/horsetail
Coyote willow/mesic forb
Coyote willow/mesic graminoid
Coyote willow/Kentucky bluegrass
Coyote willow/woods rose
Geyer’s willow/water sedge
Geyer’s willow/bluejoint reedgrass
Geyer’s willow/beaked sedge
Geyer’s willow/tufted hairgrass
Geyer’s willow/mesic forb
Geyer’s willow/mesic graminoid
Geyer’s willow/fowl bluegrass
Geyer’s willow/Kentucky bluegrass
Pacific willow/mesic forb
Lemmon willow/Holm Rocky Mt. sedge
Lemmon willow/water sedge
Lemmon willow/mesic forb
Lemmon willow/mesic graminoid
Lemmon willow/tall forb community
Yellow willow community
Yellow willow/mesic forb
Yellow willow/mesic graminoid
Yellow willow/Kentucky bluegrass
willow/rose
willow/beaked sedge
willow/mesic forb
willow/mesic graminoid
willow/Kentucky bluegrass
willow/tall forb community

7-10
10
10
10
10
7
7-8
7-10
7
7
7
7
6
7
7-8
7-10
6
8
10
9
10
7
7-8
7-10
6
6
7-8
10
10
7-8
7-10
7
6
6-10
6-10
6
8
10
6-8
6-10
6
7

Winward 2000. Monitoring the Vegetative Resources in Riparian Areas
1 = Least stability rating; 10 = greatest stability rating
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APPENDIX 3:
PLANT STABILITY RATING TABLE
Tall deciduous tree dominated communities
Short willow dominated communities
Stability Rating7
Plant Name
Stability Rating
Plant Name

low willow/mesic forb
Eastwood willow community
Eastwood willow/Holm Rocky
Mountain sedge
Planeleaf willow community
Planeleaf willow/water sedge
Planeleaf willow/bluejoint
reedgrass
Planeleaf willow/Holm Rocky
Mountain sedge
Planeleaf willow/tufted
hairgrass communities
Wolf’s willow/water sedge
Wolf’s willow/beaked sedge
Wolf’s willow/Holm Rocky
Mountain sedge
Wolf’s willow/tufted hairgrass
Wolf’s willow/mesic forb

6-8
7
9
7
9
9
9
7
9
9
9
7
6-8

Coniferous tree dominated communities

conifer/monkshood
conifer/baneberry
conifer/water birch
conifer/bluejoint reedgrass
conifer/redosier dogwood
conifer/tufted hairgrass
conifer/blue wildrye
conifer/horsetail
conifer/mesic forb
conifer/shrubby cinquefoil
conifer/Kentucky bluegrass
conifer/woods rose
conifer/tall forb
spruce/bluejoint reedgrass
spruce/redosier dogwood
spruce/bog birch
spruce/horsetail
spruce/bedstraw
lodgepole pine/Holm Rocky Mt
sedge

7

6
6
8
8
8
5
6
7
6
6
5
7
6
8
8
9
7
6
8

1 = Least stability rating; 10 = greatest stability rating
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Box elder/red osier dogwood
9
Box elder/horsetail
8
cottonwood or aspen/water birch
8
cottonwood or aspen/red osier dogwood 8
cottonwood or aspen/Kentucky bluegrass 6
cottonwood or aspen/rose
6-7
cottonwood/bar
6
cottonwood or aspen/willow
8
cottonwood or aspen/dry graminoid
6
Short deciduous tree dominated communities

alder or water birch/red osier dogwood
alder or water birch/horsetail
alder or water birch/mesic forb
alder or water birch/mesic graminoid

8
7
6-8
6-8

Forb dominated communities

aster/bunchgrass communities
marshmarigold communities
bittercress communities
Canada thistle communities
Jeffrey shootingstar communities
horsetail communities
Rocky Mt. iris/dry graminoid
Rocky Mt. iris/mesic graminoid
lupine/groundsel
field mint communities
mountain bluebells communities
mesic forb meadow communities
monkeyflower communities
watercress communities
water buttercup communities
cattail communities
stinging nettle communities
American speedwell communities
California falsehellebore

3
6
4
6
3
5-7
6
6-8
5
5
7
4-6
3
6
6
9
7
3
6

Environment Worksheet MT-11A
APPENDIX 3:
PLANT STABILITY RATING TABLE
Non-willow shrub dominated communities
Plant Name

Stability Rating8

Silver sagebrush/tufted hairgrass
Silver sagebrush/K. bluegrass
Silver sagebrush/mesic graminoid
Big sagebrush/woods rose
Redosier dogwood/willow
Redosier dogwood/cowparsnip
Shrubby cinquefoil/Idaho fescue
Shrubby cinquefoil/Kentucky
bluegrass

4
4
4-6
5
8
7
5
5

Plant Name

Stability Rating

Silver sagebrush/dry graminoid
Silver sagebrush/Idaho or sheep fescue
Woods rose communities
Redosier dogwood communities
Redosier dogwood/bedstraw
Shrubby cinquefoil/tufted hairgrass
Shrubby cinquefoil/ligusticum
chokecherry/woods rose
buckthorn communities

4
4
6
7
7
5
5
6
8

Nonvegetated types

Barren
Anchored rock
Anchored log

1
10
10

APPENDIX 4: ESTIMATING PERCENT COMPOSITION

Questions four, five, six, and seven require estimation of the percentage of an area impacted by each
criterion. Several methods may be used to determine the relative percentage of area. For estimation of a
rectangular area such as a stream reach, riparian zone, or floodprone area, Table 4 below may be used
to visualize relative compositions of various sized stream reaches. Pacing or estimation of distance is
sufficient for the level of detail required in this assessment method.
Table 4. Estimating Proportional Areas
Riparian area size
Proportional size (feet)
¼ mile L x 150 feet W
20 x 20
each side
45 x 45
140 x 140
396,000 sq. ft or 9.9
200 x 200
acres
244 x 244
¼ mile L x 50 feet W each
11 x 11
side
26 x 26
81 x 81
132,000 sq. ft. or 3 acres
115 x 115
141 x 141

Proportion (%)
0.1
0.5
5
10
15
0.1
0.5
5
10
15

Example: Using Table II-1, an area infested with noxious weeds estimated to be 45 x 45 feet in size
within a riparian corridor that is ¼ mile long and 150 feet wide on each side of the stream would have a
proportional area of 0.5 percent.

8

1 = Least stability rating; 10 = greatest stability rating
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FIGURE 4. Dot matrix illustrations for estimating frequency of occurrence or percent composition. Source:

Field Book for Describing and Sampling Soils (NSSC, 2002)
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APPENDIX 5.

Depiction of tree architectural form can be a very useful tool in visualizing the grazing disturbance to woody species in a
riparian area.

Source: Keigley and Frisina 1998.
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APPENDIX 6.

Woody Shrub architecture relative to grazing history and impact.

Source: Keigley and Frisina 1998.
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NAME OF STREAM:_________________________________ REACH ID:

___________________ DATE:________________

NRCS RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT - SUPPLEMENTAL ATTRIBUTES
Note: These attributes are used to help characterize the condition of aquatic habitat and water
quality associated with the riparian reach. As appropriate, complete a separate form for each
reach. Check the most appropriate narrative criterion for the reach along with entering notes to
explain the rationale for the value. A score is not calculated for this supplemental assessment.
Please clarify the rationale for your rating, including comments regarding potential and document
with photograph(s), if appropriate.
1) AQUATIC LIFE SUBSTRATE HABITATS
Excessive sediment deposited on the substrate often suffocates fish eggs and destroys macroinvertebrate habitat,
especially if it occurs in fast moving/riffle dominated streams. For prairie streams the excessive sediment may also bury
the aquatic vegetation. Excessive silt and sand often fills the interstices between the cobbles and gravel causing them to
become embedded (cemented together or difficult to move).
Stream Bottom (For Fast moving/Riffle dominated streams)
___ Stony substrate of several sizes packed together, interstices obvious. Some silt may be present. Substrate is easily
moved.
___ Stony substrate is interspersed with silt and sand. Cobbles are partially embedded and not easily moved. There are
also usually slight depositions of sand and silt at the fringes of the stream channel and in the pools.
___ Bottom of silt, gravel and sand, cobbles are fully embedded and extremely difficult to move.
___ Uniform bottom of sand and silt loosely held together, stony substrate absent or buried.
Stream Bottom (For slow moving/pool dominated streams)
___ Mixture of substrate material with gravel or firm sand prevalent and/or vascular root mats and submerged vegetation
abundant.
___ Mixture of gravel with soft sand and silt common; and/or some vascular root mats and submerged vegetation.
___ Mixture of soft sand, silt or clay; gravel is not common and little or no vascular root mats or submerged vegetation
present.
___ All mud or clay, or channelized with sand bottom and no vascular root mats or submerged vegetation
Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) FISH HABITATS
Fish and their fry need a variety of habitat types to flourish. This usually includes a mix of deep and shallow pools and
security cover that are created by vegetation, woody debris, boulders, undercut banks, etc. The type of habitat that is
important is dependant of the stream type. For example, woody debris and overhanging vegetation are often important for
small Rosgen “A” and “B” streams that are in a forested environment while large deep pools and aquatic vegetation are
important for Rosgen “C” channels in the prairie. Please note that short-term climatic effects such as high flows or
drought should be considered when assessing fish habitat.
___ Even mix of deep, shallow, large and small pools (prairie streams would expect long deep pools); habitats created by
woody debris, overhanging vegetation, boulders, root wads, undercut banks and/or abundant aquatic vegetation.
___ Shallow pools more prevalent than deep pools; limited habitats created by woody debris, overhanging vegetation,
boulders, root wads, undercut banks and/or aquatic
vegetation are limited.
___ Majority of pools are small and shallow or pools are absent; Habitats created by woody debris, overhanging
vegetation, boulders, root wads, or undercut banks and/or aquatic vegetations are rare or nonexistent.
___ There is not enough water to support a fishery due to human-induced dewatering
___ Streams would not support fish under natural conditions due to insufficient flow.
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Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

3) TEMPERATURE INDICATORS
Elevated temperatures often have a negative impact on the fishery and aquatic life, especially for cold-water streams that
are located within the mountains, intermountain valley and prairie foothills of western Montana. For small streams the lack
of shade from riparian vegetation or other physical features such as undercut banks are often an important factor that
causes elevated temperatures. While for all streams the storage of water by small dams or the widening of a stream
channel and decrease in pool depth that exposes a larger volume of the stream’s water to solar radiation will often cause
the temperature to increase during the summer. Another practice that can severely elevate the stream temperature is
irrigation, either by chronic de-watering or through returning warm surface irrigation water to the stream. Also, intensive
land uses within the watershed can decrease rainfall or snowmelt infiltration, change runoff patterns (i.e., streams often
have a flashier hydrograph) and reduce the amount of groundwater (which tends to be cold) that is discharged into the
stream during the late summer when the air temperatures are high.
___ The stream has adequate shading, stable geomorphology and sufficient flow or return flow to prevent the water
temperature from becoming a stressor (Note: prairie streams and E channels may not have much potential for shading
from vegetation and elevated temperatures from beaver ponds are considered to be natural stressors).
___ The shading, stream width, flow and presence or water storage (i.e., presence of water impoundments) have been
___ The shading, stream width, flow or water storage (i.e., presence of water impoundments) has been altered
sufficiently enough where the temperature will likely become moderately elevated and aquatic life are impacted. Intensive
land uses within the watershed may have an effect on the amount of groundwater discharging into the stream during the
summer.
___ The shading, stream width, flow or water storage (i.e., presence of water impoundments) has been altered
sufficiently enough where the temperature will likely become elevated to a level where aquatic life are severely impacted.
Intensive land uses within the watershed may have a severe effect on the amount of groundwater discharging into the
stream during the summer.
Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

4) FLOW
The lack of flow or unnatural flow alterations often negatively impact aquatic life habitats for a variety of reasons including
loss of habitat or increased salinity (i.e., low flow in prairies streams) or increased sediment. The effects from de-watering
should be assessed during critical low flow periods or else you should inquire locally about this with fish biologists,
anglers, landowners, etc. You should also consider and evaluate the effects from local land uses, inter-basin transfer (too
much water) and hydrologic alterations such as dikes and dams which may prevent a stream’s ability to access its historic
flood plain or cause a stream reach to become de-watered, etc.
___ There is no noticeable alteration to the flow.
___ Change in flow is noticeable; however flow appears to be adequate for aquatic life.
___ Flow supports aquatic life, but habitat, especially riffles are drastically reduced or impacted and the pools are shallow;
or there may not be a sufficient amount of flow during the spring runoff that accesses the floodplain (impacts of storage
reservoirs). Or there are unnatural flows (volume and/or duration) that are likely to impact aquatic life. Intermittent prairie
streams may have pools with high salinities caused by evaporation.
___ Water is present but not sufficient enough to support a diversity of aquatic life, especially fish. Pools dominate and are
shallow and disconnected.
___ All water has been diverted from the stream channel or flows are so low that they would not support aquatic life.
Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

5) NUTRIENT INDICATORS
Nitrogen and phosphorus are macronutrients that are usually associated with aquatic plant growth and abundance. Algal
biomass, and in some cases vascular aquatic plants, are response variables to nutrient concentrations and directly affect
the beneficial uses of a stream. A few detrimental effects of excessive algae include: reduced aesthetic and recreational
opportunities; impairment of aquatic life caused by the depletion of dissolved oxygen; clogging of pumps for agricultural
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and industrial uses; or an unpleasant taste or odor that may impact the ability to use the water as a source of drinking
water.
Algal biomass and in some cases vascular aquatic plants are response variables to nutrient concentrations and directly
affect recreation use (and aesthetics), aquatic life and possibly other uses. Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations
usually limit the growth and abundance of algae.
Microalgae (diatoms) are useful ecological indicators because they are found in abundance in most aquatic environments.
A healthy stream has a sufficient amount of microalgae to cause the rocks to be slippery. These algae are often observed
as a green or brown growth on the stream substrate (e.g., cobbles). Excessive microalgae growth is often an indicator of
high nutrient levels.
Large amounts of filamentous algae are usually good indicators of high nutrient levels. However, there are exceptions.
For example, filamentous algae can be found in cold clear streams that are near ground water discharge areas. In these
cases, the filamentous algae tend to be short and patchy, the density is usually low, and occurrences are not widespread.
Phytoplankton is algae that is suspended in the water column and causes the water to appear to be turbid and green. It is
usually found in unstable prairie streams where aquatic plants and benthic algae communities are not able to establish.
Do not confuse aglal growth with that of vascular plants such as macrophytes. Healthy prairie streams and low gradient
mountain and foothill streams often have well established macrophyte (submerged and emergent) communities that
indicate stable conditions.
The abundance of algae is often used as an indicator of nutrient enrichment. However, the assessor should be aware that
toxics, light, temperature, de-watering, and scouring also affect algae growth. Please include comments regarding the
current condition that stimulate or hinder the growth of algae, including weather, light, temperature, scouring, etc.
Estimate the percent of the substrate that is covered with filamentous algae or aquatic plants____%.
___ A thin layer of algae is barely visible or rocks are slippery, patches of filamentous algae are short and occur
occasionally.
___ Accumulation of algae layer is easily visible on cobbles and along the channel edge. Filamentous algae may be
present but filaments are short and patchy and occurrences are not widespread.
___ There are thick micro-algae (diatom) layers on the cobble and/or filamentous algae are common. Prairie streams
(pools) may appear to be green or have small-suspended particles (not clay or silt) due to phytoplankton growth or
abundant rooted pondweeds (macrophytes) are present.
___ Algae mats cover the bottom (hyper enriched conditions) or plants not apparent and rocks not slippery (toxic
conditions; e.g., from mining drainage).
Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

OBSERVATIONS
1) DESCRIBE ANY POSSIBLE FISH BARRIERS OR ENTRAINMENT OF FISH INTO WATER DIVERSIONS. Culverts, water diversions,
dams and other structures can often have a serious impact on fish populations by either preventing access to an
upper or lower stream reach or by literally removing the fish from the stream.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) DESCRIBE ANY OBSERVATIONS OF SURFACE OILS, TURBIDITY, SALINIZATION, PRECIPITANTS OR WATER ODOR.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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3) DESCRIBE THE MACROINVERTEBRATE COMMUNITY. For flowing waters are there black fly larva on cobbles that would
indicate organic enrichment? Are macroinvertebrates rare or absent or does there appear to be a diverse
macroinvertebrate community?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

4) FULLY DESCRIBE ALL LAND USE ACTIVITIES THAT MAY IMPACT WATER QUALITY OR HABITAT that are adjacent to the stream
such as concentrated livestock operations, wastewater discharges, mines, row crops, etc. Review aerial photography and
talk to the landowners to determine historic land uses and current management approaches.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

5) IF YOU HAVE A METER, RECORD THE PH, TEMPERATURE, SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN. Include the time
of day and estimated or measure discharge for the time period in which these measurements were taken.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

6) IS THERE EVIDENCE OF ICE SCOUR OR RECENT FLOODING? If so, please describe the extent and impacts (such as scoured
stream banks with exposed soil) that ice scour or flooding may have on stream bank or channel stability.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

7) LEVEL OF CERTAINTY. Please describe the level of certainty of the assessment based on the degree of accessibility to
the stream reach. Rank the level of certainty (1-4) according to the following narratives:
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

No access. The stream reach was not walked at any location. Only aerial interpretations were made.
Limited on stream access. The stream reach was accessed at 1-3 locations and observations from
an adjacent road were minimal.
Multiple points along the stream reach were accessed and/or a large percentage of the stream was
viewed from an adjacent road (in combination with several access points).
The entire stream reach was accessed.

Examples of statements would be:
“We were denied private property access to the portion of the reach downstream from national forest boundary to 1.5
miles above the mouth total of 18.5 miles. This Stream Reach Assessment describes the portion of the reach accessed
at the mouth, within the field of view from two (2) stream culvert crossings and within the field of view from the forest
service access road (<25% of entire reach observed). The actual habitat conditions in the unobserved portion (>75%) are
not known but do not appear to be significantly different based on Digital Ortho Quads and aerial photography obtained
during field season planning. Certainty that the assessment is representative of the entire reach is fair.
Or - “We observed 85% of the reach from the mouth to the national forest boundary through a combination of private
property access granted by landowners. Portions not walked were readily viewed from the roadway adjacent to the
channel. This assessment is very certain to represent the habitat conditions of the entire reach.”
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